














CHAPTER 11
THE PHALLIC HELIOS OF THE DERVENI
PAPYRUS AND THE ORIGIN OF GREEK
SOLAR THEOLOGY
The philosophical commentary on Orphic Theogony in the
Derveni papyrus expounds a monistic cosmogony, whose consecutive
stages interpret the divine successions. At each phase in the unitary
process of World-development nothing new is generated, but there is
only some rearrangement of what preexists, which, by receiving a fresh
name, appears to the non-philosophical as a novel entity(*). XVI 7-8:
âÓ ÙÔ‡ÙÔÈ˜ ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ ¬ÙÈ Ùa ùÓÙ· ñÉÚ¯ÂÓ àÂ›, Ùa ‰b ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ· âÎ
ÙáÓ ñ·Ú¯ﬁÓÙˆÓ Á›ÓÂÙ·È. ΧVΙΙ 1-6: ¶ÚﬁÙÂÚÔÓ qÓ ÚdÓ çÓÔÌ·ÛıÉÓ·ÈØ öÂÈÙ· èÓÔÌ¿ÛıËØ qÓ ÁaÚ Î·d ÚﬁÛıÂÓ âgÓ j Ùa ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ·
Û˘ÛÙ·ıÉÓ·È àcÚ Î·d öÛÙ·È àÂ›Ø Ôé ÁaÚ âÁ¤ÓÂÙÔ àÏÏa qÓ... ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È
‰b âÓÔÌ›ÛıË âÂ›Ù’ èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË ZÂ‡˜, óÛÂÚÂd ÚﬁÙÂÚÔÓ Ìc âÒÓ.
ΧVII 9-12: ÚdÓ ÌbÓ ÁaÚ ÎÏËıÉÓ·È ZÉÓ·, qÓ MÔÖÚ· ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ ÙÔÜ
ıÂÔÜ àÂ› ÙÂ Î·d ‰Èa ·ÓÙﬁ˜Ø âÂd ‰’ âÎÏ‹ıË ZÂ‡˜, ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ·éÙeÓ âÓÔÌ›ÛıË, ùÓÙ· ÌbÓ Î·d ÚﬁÛıÂÓ, çÓÔÌ·˙ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ‰’ Ôû etc. And very
clearly, XXI, 13-4: qÓ ÌbÓ ÁaÚ Î·d ÚﬁÛıÂÓ (sc. Ùa ùÓÙ·), èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË
(âÓÔÌ›ÛıË Janko) ‰b ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È âÂd ‰ÈÂÎÚ›ıË. (“Things existed before
as well [i.e. they existed always, even before they are thought to come
into being], but they have been called to become [i.e. they have been
named as existing entities, as entities having come into being] when
they have been segregated [from the airy mixture of everything”]).
Janko’s emendation gives a text capitulating on the Ê‡ÛÈ˜-ÓﬁÌÔ˜
distinction. Things appeared to come into being, when they were
distinguished. Becoming is really, as will be seen, the segregation from
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the universal mixture of similar homoiomeries into separate
substances.
The Ur-Substance is air or what will be more appropriately called
so at a later stage of the cosmic formation. In it there are right from the
beginning the seeds of all things, ¿ÓÙ· ¯Ú‹Ì·Ù·. XVIII 1-2: Î·d
ÙpÏÏ· ¿ÓÙ· ÂrÓ·È âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ ÓÂÜÌ· âﬁÓ. ΧVII, 6-9: Î·d ≈ÛÙ·ÙÔÓ
öÊËÛÂÓ öÛÂÛı·È ÙÔÜÙÔÓ (sc. ÙeÓ à¤Ú·), âÂ›Ù’ èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË ZÂf˜ Î·d
ÙÔÜÙÔ ·éÙˇá ‰È·ÙÂÏÂÖ ùÓÔÌ· ùÓ, Ì¤¯ÚÈ Âå˜ Ùe ·éÙe Âr‰Ô˜ Ùa ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ·
Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË (Û˘ÛÙ·ıFÉ Janko followed by Betegh, to no adantage), âÓ
z
ˇ ÂÚ ÚﬁÛıÂÓ âﬁÓÙ· äF ˆÚÂÖÙÔ. (Cf. XXV, 1 sqq.). Things that, in the
original cosmological stage, were dispersed through and floating in the
air, now, at the present cosmological state, have been consolidated as
separate entities still existing in the air. Only now (the primaeval) air is
called Zeus. Even in the present state of the World (Ùa ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ·),
minute particles of resplendent heat and of cold brilliance are
interspersed into the air according to the necessary cosmic law: XXV,
7-8: ·åˆÚÂÖÙ·È ‰’ ·éÙáÓ ≤Î·ÛÙ· âÓ àÓ¿ÁÎFË, ó˜ ôÓ Ìc Û˘Ó›FË Úe˜
ôÏÏËÏ· etc. The Law is inherent in the primal substance, embedded
in the seeds of all things floating in the air. Notice that in the protoOrphic Epic Poem there was entertained the notion of the soul
entering the body from the environment in the process of respiration,
being borne upon the winds (Aristotle, De Anima, 410b 28-30). The
view of the air being full of souls was also held by the Pythagoreans (cf.
Diogenes Laertius VIII 32), some of whom identified them with the
motes floating in the air (Ùa âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ Í‡ÛÌ·Ù·) as principles of
incessant movement (De Anima 404a16). The idea is exactly
paralleled by XXV, 3 sqq.: öÛÙÈ ‰b Î·d ôÏÏ· ÓÜÓ âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ ëÎa˜
àÏÏ‹ÏˆÓ ·åˆÚÔ‡ÌÂÓ’ (particles from which the Sun and the Moon
are congregated respectively), àÏÏa ÙÉ˜ ÌbÓ ìÌ¤Ú·˜ ô‰ËÏ’ âÛÙdÓ ñe
ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ âÈÎÚ·ÙÔ‡ÌÂÓ·, ÙÉ˜ ‰b Ó˘ÎÙe˜ âﬁÓÙ· ‰ÉÏ¿ âÛÙÈÓ, âÈÎÚ·ÙÂÖÙ·È ‰b ‰Èa ÛÌÈÎÚﬁÙËÙ·. AåˆÚÂÖÙ·È ‰’ ·éÙáÓ ≤Î·ÛÙ· âÓ àÓ¿ÁÎFË
etc. The Derveni Commentator universally applies the doctrine which
is specifically attested for psychic entities: it is clear that we have to do
with a particle theory without vacuum, i.e. the Empedoclean Anaxagorean type as against the Atomistic one. In fact the doctrine is
definitely Anaxagorean: there is no reduction of existence to the four
ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù· in various proportions of mixture. Rather, all forms of
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being in the obtaining World-¢È·ÎﬁÛÌËÛÈ˜ (Ùa ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ·)
preexisted floating in the aboriginal Air just as they are now contained
and circumscribed, even defined, by it. XVII, 6 sqq.: Î·d ≈ÛÙ·ÙÔÓ
öÊËÛÂÓ öÛÂÛı·È ÙÔÜÙÔÓ (sc. ÙeÓ à¤Ú·), âÂ›Ù’ èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË ZÂ‡˜, Î·d
ÙÔÜÙÔ ·éÙˇá ‰È·ÙÂÏÂÖ ùÓÔÌ· kÓ Ì¤¯ÚÈ Âå˜ Ùe ·éÙe Âr‰Ô˜ Ùa ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ·
Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË, âÓ ˇzÂÚ ÚﬁÛıÂÓ âﬁÓÙ· FäˆÚÂÖÙÔ. Ùa ‰b ùÓÙ· ‰[ËÏÔÖ]
ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ÙÔÈ·ÜÙ· ‰Èa ÙÔÜÙÔÓ, Î·d ÁÂÓﬁÌÂÓ· Â[rÓ·È] âÓ ÙÔ‡Ùˇˆ
[¿ÓÙ·. ÛË]Ì·›ÓÂÈ ‰’ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ öÂÛÈ ÙÔ[ÖÛ‰ÂØ]
ZÂf˜ ÎÂÊ·Ï‹, ZÂf˜ Ì¤ÛÛ·, ¢Èe˜ ‰’ âÎ ¿ÓÙ· Ù¤Ù˘ÎÙ·È.

All forms of being exist in the air as vital spirit: (XVIII, 1-2): Î·d
ÙpÏÏ· ¿ÓÙ· ÂrÓ·È âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ ÓÂÜÌ· âﬁÓ. This spirit is the Orphic
Fate; (2-3): ÙÔÜÙ’ ÔsÓ Ùe ÓÂÜÌ· \OÚÊÂf˜ èÓﬁÌ·ÛÂÓ MÔÖÚ·Ó. It
prefigures whatever is bound to subsist in the present World-Order; it
constitutes cosmic Necessity, the Orphic \AÓ¿ÁÎË (VIII, 13; XXV, 7:
·åˆÚÂÖÙ·È ‰’ ·éÙáÓ ≤Î·ÛÙ· âÓ àÓ¿ÁÎFË). This Fatal Necessity is the
Reason of the World, divine intelligence; XVIII, 6 sqq.: \OÚÊÂf˜ ÁaÚ
ÙcÓ ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈÓ MÔÖÚ·Ó âÎ¿ÏÂÛÂÓØ âÊ·›ÓÂÙÔ ÁaÚ ·éÙˇá ÙÔÜÙÔ ÚÔÛÊÂÚ¤ÛÙ·ÙÔÓ ÂrÓ·È âÍ zÓ ±·ÓÙÂ˜ ôÓıÚˆÔÈ èÓﬁÌ·Û·Ó. ¶ÚdÓ ÌbÓ ÁaÚ
ÎÏËıÉÓ·È ZÉÓ·, qÓ MÔÖÚ· ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ ÙÔÜ £ÂÔÜ àÂ› ÙÂ Î·d ‰Èa ·ÓÙﬁ˜Ø
âÂd ‰’ âÎÏ‹ıË ZÂ‡˜, ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ·éÙeÓ âÓÔÌ›ÛıË, ùÓÙ· ÌbÓ Î·d ÚﬁÛıÂÓ, çÓÔÌ·˙ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ‰’ Ôûˆ. ‰Èa ÙÔÜÙÔ Ï¤ÁÂÈ ZÂf˜ ÚáÙÔ˜ âÁ¤ÓÂÙÔ
etc. XIX, 4-7: “MÔÖÚ·Ó” ‰’ “âÈÎÏáÛ·È” Ï¤ÁÔÓÙÂ˜ ÙÔÜ ¢Èe˜ ÙcÓ
ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈÓ âÈÎ˘ÚáÛ·È Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈÓ Ùa âﬁÓÙ· Î·d Ùa ÁÈÓﬁÌÂÓ· Î·d Ùa
Ì¤ÏÏÔÓÙ·, ¬ˆ˜ ¯Úc ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ÙÂ Î·d ÂrÓ·È Î·d ·‡Û·Ûı·È.
Air, Homoiomeries and Intelligence all at once: it is unAnaxagorean in the virtual identity of Intelligence with the Initial
Mixture conceived as the Air principle. This combination points to
Archelaean influence (Cf. A4§1; A10 and A5). However, we shall
notice that the mind in the Commentary is the Sun, whereas the
intelligence itself is the primal air. Furthermore, the Sun is an entity
unmixed with all else, satisfying the Anaxagorean condition. The
syncretism of the Commentator is evident. In any case, all forms of
things, all beings existed always, and what is now existing comes from
that eternal pool of being; XVI, 7-8: âÓ ÙÔ‡ÙÔÈ˜ ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ ¬ÙÈ Ùa ùÓÙ·
ñÉÚ¯ÂÓ àÂ›, Ùa ‰b ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙ· âÎ ÙáÓ ñ·Ú¯ﬁÓÙˆÓ Á›ÓÂÙ·È. The
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process of generation consists in the distinction and separation of what
preexisted in a state of mixture; XV, 2: ¯ˆÚÈÛı¤ÓÙ· ‰È·ÛÙÉÓ·È ‰›¯’
àÏÏ‹ÏˆÓ Ùa âﬁÓÙ·.
Significantly, the Commentator utilizes a Parmenidean device to
cope with the problem of a distinctly defined multiplicity out of an
original unity. (Although his primaeval unity does not coincide with
the Parmenidean oneness of being). Basically, the tendency is to
suppose a nominalistic pluralism: things are said to come into being
(and thus to exist as separate entities according to the Commentator’s
cosmogony) when they are given distinct names. Analogously,
Parmenides declares that the common dualism which he
fundamentaly combats is nominal; 28DK B8.53:
ÌÔÚÊa˜ ÁaÚ Î·Ù¤ıÂÓÙÔ ‰‡Ô ÁÓÒÌ·˜ çÓÔÌ¿˙ÂÈÓ

and similarly B9.1:
·éÙaÚ âÂÈ‰c ¿ÓÙ· Ê¿Ô˜ Î·d ÓfÍ çÓﬁÌ·ÛÙ·È etc.

(It is not accidental that Parmenides also emphasised Necessity (\AÓ¿ÁÎË) as the supreme cosmic law of existence, both absolute (B8.30)
and in the world of appearance (B10.6). This Necessity is identical
with the Fate (MÔÖÚ·) of reality (B8.37), and also with divine Justice
(¢›ÎË), as in B8.14). However, the Commentator is not committed
to the Eleatic difficulties: his theory involves a real cosmogonical
process.
Thus the process of World-creation is effected through the agency
of the Sun, and it is in this way that the Commentator interprets the
Orphic swallowing of Protogonos by Zeus at the beginning of the
actual World-formation. XIII, 4-11: “·å‰ÔÖÔÓ Î·Ù¤ÈÓÂÓ, n˜ ·åı¤Ú·
ö¯ıÔÚÂ ÚáÙÔ˜”. ¬ÙÈ ÌbÓ ÄÛ·Ó ÙcÓ ﬁËÛÈÓ ÂÚd ÙáÓ Ú·ÁÌ¿ÙˆÓ
·åÓ›˙ÂÙ·È Î·ı’ öÔ˜ ≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ àÓ¿ÁÎË Ï¤ÁÂÈÓ (AåÓÈÁÌﬁ˜ as the
principle of symbolic-allegorical interpretation universally applied to
the Orphic text). âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ·å‰Ô›ÔÈ˜ ïÚáÓ ÙcÓ Á¤ÓÂÛÈÓ ÙÔf˜ àÓıÚÒÔ˘˜
ÓÔÌ›˙ÔÓÙ·˜ ÂrÓ·È, ÙÔ‡Ùˇˆ â¯Ú‹Û·ÙÔ, ôÓÂ˘ ‰b ÙáÓ ·å‰Ô›ˆÓ Ôé Á›ÓÂÛı·È, ·å‰Ô›ˇˆ ÂåÎ¿Û·˜ ÙeÓ ≥ÏÈÔÓØ ôÓÂ˘ ÁaÚ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ Ùa ùÓÙ· ÙÔÈ·ÜÙ· Ôé¯ ÔxﬁÓ ÙÂ Á›ÓÂÛı·È etc. The appropriateness or otherwise of
the philosophic commentator’s acceptation of “·å‰ÔÖÔÓ” in the Orphic
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verse as signifying the virile pudentum (as against the general sense of
reverend, awsome) is another question. The philosophical point is the
postulation of a solar Creator. The Sun is made by God in order for
the World as we know it to take form; the Sun is the real Creator of
the present World-state, of ì ÓÜÓ ‰È·ÎﬁÛÌËÛÈ˜; ΧXV, 9-12: Ùa ÓÜÓ
âﬁÓÙ· ï ıÂe˜ Âå Ìc õıÂÏÂÓ ÂrÓ·È, ÔéÎ iÓ âﬁËÛÂÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ. âÔ›ËÛÂ ‰b
ÙÔÈÔÜÙÔÓ Î·d ÙÔÛÔÜÙÔÓ ÁÈÓﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ÔxÔ˜ (or rather ÔxÔÓ1) âÓ àÚ¯FÉ ÙÔÜ
ÏﬁÁÔ˘ ‰ÈËÁÂÖÙ·È. Further, the cosmic Mind is just the Sun under its
creative aspect; XVI, 9 sqq.: ‰ËÏÔÖ ·éÙeÓ ÙeÓ NÔÜÓ ¿ÓÙˆÓ ôÍÈÔÓ
ÂrÓ·È ÌﬁÓÔÓ âﬁÓÙ· óÛÂÚÂd ÌË‰bÓ ÙpÏÏ· ÂúËØ Ôé ÁaÚ ÔxﬁÓ ÙÂ Ù·ÜÙ·
ÂrÓ·È ÙÔÈ·ÜÙ· ùÓÙ· (Ùa ñ¿Ú¯ÔÓÙ· erroneously Janko, conf. 2 and 8;
but Ùa ñ¿Ú¯ÔÓÙ· are things in the beginning) ôÓÂ˘ ÙÔÜ NÔÜ2. This
distinction between God as Ur-Principle and Sun as Mind and
Creator of the existing Universal order, especially as Creator at one
remove from God the divine fountain of existence, as Agent through
which the World is formed (‰È’ Ôy Ùa ¿ÓÙ· âÁ¤ÓÂÙÔ), is pregnant
with potent significance and far-reaching consequences. But what is
important here is to notice that again there obtains a remarkable
structural parallelism to Archelaus’ doctrine, according to which the
aerial divine Mind as Ur-substance is not in itself the creator, a
function which he rather alloted to cosmic Warmth; A12: \AÚ¯¤Ï·Ô˜
à¤Ú· Î·d ÓÔÜÓ ÙeÓ ıÂﬁÓ, Ôé Ì¤ÓÙÔÈ ÎÔÛÌÔÔÈﬁÓ. A14: \AÚ¯¤Ï·Ô˜ ñe
ıÂÚÌÔÜ Î·d âÌ„˘¯›·˜ Û˘ÛÙÉÓ·È ÙeÓ ÎﬁÛÌÔÓ. The principle of warmth
is in Archelaus also the psychic principle: the world was constituted
ñe ıÂÚÌÔÜ Î·d âÌ„˘¯›·˜ (i.e. by the fact that the totality of existence
is ensouled, contains the psychic principle). Naturally warmth,
movement and soul go together. As to the implied doxographical
distinction between mind (ÓÔÜ˜) and soul („˘¯‹), it is better to
assume at that early stage, and in Archelaus, a distinction between
soul-mind on the one hand and intelligence on the other. And so in
the Commentator’s theory.
The prerequisite for Creation is therefore the emergence of the Sun
out of the aboriginal Ur-Substance, out of the airy intelligence (or
rather the intelligent air) containing all forms and seeds of being
(homoiomeries) in mutual interpenetration, i.e. as tiny particles. (XXI,
2: ¬ÙÈ âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ Î·Ùa ÌÈÎÚa ÌÂÌÂÚÈÛÌ¤Ó·, sc. Ùa ùÓÙ·, etc.). The
bright and fiery particles minutely divided and dispersed throughout
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the original Air-Mixture are separated from the rest and collected
together (most of them) so as to constitute the heliacal substance in
the middle of the Universal ladder from Earth to Heaven. XV, 3-4:
¯ˆÚÈ˙ÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ ÁaÚ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ Î·d àÔÏ·Ì‚·ÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ âÓ Ì¤Ûˇˆ etc. A
portion of the glowing warmth has remained in the World down here,
distinct from its all-potent solar congregation, bound in Cosmic
Necessity; XXV, 8-9: ·åˆÚÂÖÙ·È ‰’ ·éÙáÓ ≤Î·ÛÙ· âÓ àÓ¿ÁÎFË, ó˜ iÓ
Ìc Û˘Ó›FË Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ·Ø Âå ÁaÚ Ì‹, Û˘Ó¤ÏıÔÈ <iÓ> àÏ¤· (cf. Hesychius
s.v. àÏ¤˚ÔÓ ≈‰ˆÚØ àıÚÔÈÛÙeÓ Î·d Û˘ÏÏÂÎÙﬁÓ) ¬Û· ÙcÓ ·éÙcÓ ‰‡Ó·ÌÈÓ
ö¯ÂÈ, âÍ zÓ ï ≥ÏÈÔ˜ Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË. The natural tendency of things
possessing the same essence and potency is to coalesce; intelligent (cf.
ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜) and fatal (cf. ÌÔÖÚ·) necessity (and, thus, violence of sorts)
can only keep them apart.
So long as the fiery essence is intermixed with all other forms of
being, it keeps the entire Universe and all its homoiomeries in a
perpetual state of agitation (“shaking”), which does not permit the
growth of stable formations. Αll forms of being are divided in minute
particles, each tiny bit surrounded by others of all kinds of existence,
all immersed in the aerial Ocean (cf. XXIII, 2-3: ÙÔÖ˜ ‰b çÚıá˜ ÁÈÓÒÛÎÔ˘ÛÈ Âû‰ËÏÔÓ ¬ÙÈ \øÎÂ·Óﬁ˜ âÛÙÈÓ ï à‹Ú. V. Hesychius s. vv. \øÎÂ·Óﬁ˜; \øÎÂ·ÓÔÖÔ ﬁÚÔÓ) full of disunited homoiomeries, of all kinds of
existing corpuscules. When heat is to a great extent removed from the
World by being concentrated chiefly in a principal part of it (sc. in the
Sun), when the fire equally diffused throughout the universal body is
mostly condensed at a single place, the rest of being can solidify
according to its varied nature, similar congealing with similar and
homoiomeries possessing continuous substance. This freezing is a
binding which makes the forms of being amenable to the
determinations of the divine airy intelligence and its decrees of destiny.
Thus specific being is mastered by Air as absolute being. This pliancy
of things renders possible the creative intermixture of different forms
resulting in the formation of compound entities with complex
structure and function. IX, 5-10: ÁÈÓÒÛÎˆÓ, (sc. Orpheus) ÔsÓ Ùe
ÜÚ Û˘ÌÌÂÈÁÌ¤ÓÔÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ôÏÏÔÈ˜ ¬ÙÈ Ù·Ú¿ÛÛÔÈ Î·d ÎˆÏ‡ÔÈ Ùa ùÓÙ·
Û˘Ó›ÛÙ·Ûı·È ‰Èa ÙcÓ ı¿Ï„ÈÓ, âÍ‹ÏÏ·ÍÂÓ (sc. the fire, i.e. assumed a
change from the Cronian condition to the Jovial one), œÛÙÂ îÎ·ÓﬁÓ
âÛÙÈÓ âÍ·ÏÏ·¯ıbÓ Ìc ÎˆÏ‡ÂÈÓ Ùa ùÓÙ· Û˘Ì·ÁÉÓ·ÈØ ¬Û· ‰’ iÓ
àÊıFÉ âÈÎÚ·ÙÂÖÙ·ÈØ âÈÎÚ·ÙËıbÓ ‰b Ì›ÛÁÂÙ·È ÙÔÖ˜ ôÏÏÔÈ˜3.
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It is in the explained cosmogonical sense that the Commentator
interprets the Orphic verses (VIII 4-5):
ZÂf˜ ÌbÓ âÂd ‰c ·ÙÚe˜ ëÔÜ ¿Ú· ı¤ÛÊ·ÙÔÓ àÚ¯cÓ
êÏÎ‹Ó Ù’ âÁ ¯Â›ÚÂÛÛÈ öÏ·‚ÂÓ Î·d ‰·›ÌÔÓ· Î˘‰ÚﬁÓ,

especially with reference to âÓ ¯Â›ÚÂÛÛÈ öÏ·‚ÂÓ, took into his hands,
held sway over things now stabilized, essentialized, rendered
manageable and tractable, capable of entering into harmonious
combinations and compositions. Such commingling has nothing to
do with the original interfusion of all existence, where every form of
being is dilacerated into homoiomeric particles separated from each
other by a conglomeration of molecules belonging to all other forms
of being. The initial condition is macroscopically homogeneous and
microscopically heterogeneous, while the reverse is the case in
principle with appropriate portions of the world-substance in its
created state at present. The point has been made by Aristotle with
reference to the Empedoclean application of the ºÈÏ›· - NÂÖÎÔ˜
duality: when Hostility reigns, and each element is separated from the
others, precisely then it is brought together to itself; and conversely,
with the domination of Friendship the elements coalesce in a perfectly
uniform total mixture where each element is separated from itself and
diffused through the whole blend. Metaphysica, A, 985a21 sqq.: Î·d
\EÌÂ‰ÔÎÏÉ˜ âd Ï¤ÔÓ ÌbÓ ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘ (sc. Anaxagoras) ¯ÚÉÙ·È ÙÔÖ˜
·åÙ›ÔÈ˜, Ôé ÌcÓ Ôûı’ îÎ·Óá˜, ÔûÙ’ âÓ ÙÔ‡ÙÔÈ˜ ÂñÚ›ÛÎÂÈ Ùe ïÌÔÏÔÁÔ‡ÌÂÓÔÓ. ÔÏÏ·¯ÔÜ ÁÔÜÓ ·éÙˇá ì ÌbÓ ºÈÏ›· ‰È·ÎÚ›ÓÂÈ Ùe ‰b NÂÖÎÔ˜
Û˘ÁÎÚ›ÓÂÈ. ¬Ù·Ó ÌbÓ ÁaÚ Âå˜ Ùa ÛÙÔÈ¯ÂÖ· ‰È›ÛÙËÙ·È Ùe ÄÓ ñe ÙÔÜ
NÂ›ÎÔ˘˜, ÙﬁÙÂ Ùe ÜÚ Âå˜ íÓ Û˘ÁÎÚ›ÓÂÙ·È Î·d ÙáÓ ôÏÏˆÓ ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ
≤Î·ÛÙÔÓØ ¬Ù·Ó ‰b ¿ÏÈÓ ñe ÙÉ˜ ºÈÏ›·˜ Û˘Ó›ˆÛÈÓ Âå˜ Ùe ≤Ó, àÓ·ÁÎ·ÖÔÓ âÍ ëÎ¿ÛÙÔ˘ Ùa ÌﬁÚÈ· ‰È·ÎÚ›ÓÂÛı·È ¿ÏÈÓ.
The fire-homoiomery which is collected in the Sun consists of the
bright and warm essence. Commenting on the Orphic reference to
¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜ - º¿ÓË˜ by the standard expression “n˜ ·åı¤Ú· ö¯ıÔÚÂ
ÚáÙÔ˜” (XIII, 4) the text explains, XIV, 1-2: â¯ıﬁÚFË Ùe{Ó} Ï·ÌÚﬁÙ·ÙÔÓ ÙÂ Î·d ıÂÚÌﬁÙ·ÙÔÓ (rather than ÏÂ˘ÎﬁÙ·ÙÔÓ as in Merkelbach)
¯ˆÚÈÛıbÓ àÊ’ ëˆ˘ÙÔÜ (or, better, âÊ’ ëˆ˘ÙÔÜ; but we miss the
preceding context). The verb âÎıÚÒÛÎˆ, âÎıÔÚ¤ˆ or âÎıﬁÚÓ˘Ì·È,
means leap forth, leap out, spring up, but also specifically come out,
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fall out of the womb (cf. Homeric Hymn in Apollinem 119). From
the dark Womb of the Ur-Mixture there is born the Splendour of the
World by separation and aggregation of the cosmic bright heat. The
rest of the cosmic content is then consolidated (frozen) under the
influence of coldness into its diverse forms and kinds, while the
creative solar warmth brings things together into harmonious mixtures
of organic, differentiated integration. The action of Coldness is
implied in the framing and congealment resulting upon the removal
of (most of ) the heat substance in its dispersed condition from the
world body. Te „˘¯ÚﬁÓ is explicitly mentioned as existing in a broken
context (XXI, 1: ÔûÙÂ Ùe „˘¯ÚeÓ Ùˇá „˘¯Úˇá), where the mixing of
beings is further described following their primaeval consolidation.
This is another point of reapproachment with Archelaus. He
envisaged two causes of generation and becoming, Heat and Cold (A1
= Diogenes Laertius II 16; A8), the principles of movement and
immobility respectively. Their original separation sets the process of
World-formation in action; A4§2: ÂrÓ·È ‰’ àÚ¯cÓ ÙÉ˜ ÎÈÓ‹ÛÂˆ˜ (sc.
cosmic creation) <Ùe> àÔÎÚ›ÓÂÛı·È à’ àÏÏ‹ÏˆÓ Ùe ıÂÚÌeÓ Î·d Ùe
„˘¯ÚﬁÓ, Î·d Ùe ıÂÚÌeÓ ÎÈÓÂÖÛı·È, Ùe ‰b „˘¯ÚeÓ äÚÂÌÂÖÓ. The idea of a
primaeval secretion of the fundamental antithesis between Warmth
and Frigidity from the Ur-substance is Anaximandrean4. But
Archelaus’ doctrine seems to closely parallel the Derveni account in
the specific articulation of that idea. Coldness, e.g., accounts for the
immobility and congealment of the earth, acting as a consolidating
bond on deheated substance. Plutarch, de Primo Frigido, XXI, 954F:
(earth is the opposite to fire)... ¬ıÂÓ Ôé Î·Ùa ¯ÒÚ·Ó ÌﬁÓÔÓ âÍ ≤‰Ú·˜
àÎ›ÓËÙÔÓ ÔsÛ·Ó ·éÙcÓ àÏÏa Î·d Î·Ù’ ÔéÛ›·Ó àÌÂÙ¿‚ÏËÙÔÓ,
^EÛÙ›·Ó, ±ÙÂ ‰c “Ì¤ÓÔ˘Û·Ó âÓ ıÂáÓ ÔúÎˇˆ” Ï›Á· ÚÔÛËÁﬁÚÂ˘Û·Ó Ôî
·Ï·ÈÔ›, ‰Èa ÙcÓ ÛÙ¿ÛÈÓ Î·d ÉÍÈÓØ w˜ ì „˘¯ÚﬁÙË˜ ‰ÂÛÌﬁ˜ âÛÙÈÓ, ó˜
\AÚ¯¤Ï·Ô˜ ï Ê˘ÛÈÎe˜ ÂrÂÓ, Ôé‰ÂÓe˜ ¯·ÏáÓÙÔ˜ ·éÙcÓ Ôé‰b Ì·Ï¿ÙÙÔÓÙÔ˜, ±ÙÂ ıÂÚÔÌ¤ÓËÓ Î·d àÏÂ·ÈÓÔÌ¤ÓËÓ <àÌÂÙ¿‚ÏËÙÔÓ> (Diels)
ÔsÛ·Ó. The quotation refers to Plato, Phaedrus, 247A: Ì¤ÓÂÈ ÁaÚ
^EÛÙ›· âÓ ıÂáÓ ÔúÎˇˆ ÌﬁÓË. - In his edition of Plutarch Ï›Á· is
Bernardakis’ proposal for the nonsensical manuscript reading ÎÏ›Ù·.
He correctly referred to Clemens Alexandrinus, Stromateis, V, 45, 2-3
(p. 672 P), where the Pythagorean Androcydes’ symbolical
explanation of the magical \EÊ¤ÛÈ· ÁÚ¿ÌÌ·Ù· is reported
(Androcydes Fr. 2 in Hälk De acusmatis sive symbolis Pythagoricis,
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1894): §›Í Ù¤ âÛÙÈÓ ì ÁÉ Î·Ùa àÚ¯·›·Ó âˆÓ˘Ì›·Ó. The meaning of
Ï›Í is given by Hesychius s.v. as: Ï¿ÁÈÔ˜. Î·d Ï›ıÔ˜ Ï·Ù‡˜. The
former sense (“slanted”) relates to Ï›ÁÍ there. The second is exactly
appropriate: broad stone or rock. We are reminded that according to
Anaximander the Earth was like a stone column (drum): Ï›ıˇˆ Î›ÔÓÈ
ÙcÓ ÁÉÓ ÚÔÛÊÂÚÉ (B5; cf. A25; A12 §3). The Plutarchean point is
thus clarified: the Earth was called Ï›Í (stone) by the ancients, because
of its immobility and solidity, ‰Èa ÙcÓ ÛÙ¿ÛÈÓ Î·d ÉÍÈÓ. Archelaus
ascribed these properties, the “frozen” character of earth, to the
binding force of Coldness which has inherently grasped it: nothing
can loosen or mollify the earth, as is shown by the fact that it remains
unchangeable even when warmed up or even heated intensively5.
As Plutarch emphasizes in the context preceding the passage
quoted above (de primo frigido, XXI), frigidity essentially entails
freezing, consolidation and solidifying: „˘¯ÚÔÜ Ùe ËÁÓ‡ÂÈÓ (954Α).
The Derveni Commentary similarly characterizes the effect on beings
of coldness as Û˘Ó›ÛÙ·Ûı·È (IX, 6), Û˘Ì·ÁÉÓ·È (IX, 8), ‹Í·˜ (XV,
4), Û˘ÛÙ·ıÉÓ·È (XVΙΙ, 2), Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË (ΧVII, 8), Î·Ù·Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË
(XXI, 3)6. Conversely, fire entails mobility. When it is dispersed
throughout the air at the initial state of World-formation, at the
beginning of things and the starting point of creation, it shakes all
forms of being and prevents their distinct consolidation; IX, 5-7: Ùe
ÜÚ àÓ·ÌÂÌÂÈÁÌ¤ÓÔÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ôÏÏÔÈ˜ ¬ÙÈ Ù·Ú¿ÛÛÔÈ Î·d ÎˆÏ‡ÔÈ Ùa ùÓÙ·
Û˘Ó›ÛÙ·Ûı·È ‰Èa ÙcÓ ı¿Ï„ÈÓ. When Fire is mostly collected in one
main place constituting the Sun, great source of heat and light, it
brings beings into collision; (XIV, 4: ‰Èa ÙeÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ ÎÚÔ‡ÂÛı·È Úe˜
ôÏÏËÏ· (sc. Ùa ùÓÙ·)). Τhe collision of homogeneous mixtures of
homoiomeries causes disruption of homogeneity, and the beginning
of arrangements on the principle not of undifferentiated fusion, but of
distinguishable similarity. Thus beings are collocated separately
according to distinct forms; XV, 1-2: ÎÚÔ‡ÂÈÓ ·éÙa Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ· Î·d
Ô‹ÛFË Ùe [ÚáÙ]ÔÓ ¯ˆÚÈÛı¤ÓÙ· ‰È·ÛÙÉÓ·È ‰›¯’ àÏÏ‹ÏˆÓ Ùa âﬁÓÙ·.
ΧV, 8-10: Ùa ùÓÙ· ÎÚÔ‡ˆÓ Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ· ‰È·ÛÙ‹Û·˜ âÔ›ÂÈ ÙcÓ ÓÜÓ
ÌÂÙ¿ÛÙ·ÛÈÓ. In fact the Commentator proposes to derive the
etymology of KÚﬁÓÔ˜ from this characteristic effect of the Sun on the
Earthly realm: that Earth bore Saturn to the Sun is allegorised as
signifying the smiting effect (in itself, and as the cause of clashes and
collisions) of solar action (ÎÚÔ‡ÂÈÓ). ΧIV, 2 sqq.: ÙÔÜÙÔÓ ÔsÓ ÙeÓ KÚﬁ-
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ÓÔÓ ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ÊËÛdÓ âÎ ÙÔÜ ^HÏ›Ô˘ ÙFÉ °FÉ, ¬ÙÈ ·åÙ›·Ó öÛ¯Â ‰Èa ÙeÓ
≠HÏÈÔÓ ÎÚÔ‡ÂÛı·È Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ· (sc. Ùa ùÓÙ·). Similarly, that Cronos
committed the (in)famously monstrous atrocity against Ouranos
means that cosmic Mind struck things, putting them in general
collision, thus overturning the previous peculiar state of thoroughly
unhomogeneous homogeneity, the initial condition of total blending.
XIV, 5 sqq.: ‰Èa ÙÔÜÙÔ Ï¤ÁÂÈ: “n˜ Ì¤Á’ öÚÂÍÂÓ”. Ùﬁ ‰’ âd ÙÔ‡Ùˇˆ:
“OéÚ·ÓeÓ EéÊÚÔÓ›‰ËÓ (in place of OéÚ·Óe˜ EéÊÚÔÓ›‰Ë˜), n˜ ÚÒÙÈÛÙÔ˜ ‚·Û›ÏÂ˘ÛÂÓ”, ÎÚÔ‡ÔÓÙ· ÙeÓ NÔÜÓ Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ· KÚﬁÓÔÓ çÓÔÌ¿Û·˜ Ì¤Á· Ú¤Í·È ÊËÛd ÙeÓ OéÚ·ÓﬁÓØ àÊ·ÈÚÂıÉÓ·È ÁaÚ ÙcÓ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ›·Ó ·éÙﬁÓ. Unaccountably, Ouranos appears now for the first time
in the Orphic poem: he would have been shaped together with Earth
from the cosmic Egg at the emergence of Protogonos-Phanes. The
Commentator, rather, interprets it as the upper solid boundary of the
World, congealed together with Earth which forms the lower limit,
when Sun was constituted at the middle of the aerial space at the
cosmogonical initia. XV, 3-5: ¯ˆÚÈ˙ÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ ÁaÚ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ Î·d àÔÏ·Ì‚·ÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘ âÓ Ì¤Ûˇˆ ‹Í·˜ úÛ¯ÂÈ (sc. ï ≠HÏÈÔ˜, or rather Zeus Air) Î·d ÙôÓˆıÂ ÙÔÜ ^HÏ›Ô˘ (sc. Heavens) Î·d Ùa Î¿ÙˆıÂÓ (sc. Earth).
The Commentator considers Sun as the real, active principle in the
mythical copulation between Heaven and Earth which produced the
Titans, and Cronos principal among them, as offspring. Thus Sun
substitutes Heaven in that aboriginal cosmogonical event.
The phallic character of Helios in the Commentary is not an
isolated symbol. In the Orphic poem in front of him the philosopher
found the notion of semen ejaculated from some Principle as the
decisive creative moment in World-formation. £ÔÚÓ‹ (XXI, 1; 6)
cannot but mean the same with ıÔÚﬁ˜, ıÔÚ‹, i.e. ÁÔÓ‹, male seed
(from ıﬁÚÓ˘Ì·È, ıÚÒÛÎˆ). The Principle whose ejaculation gives birth
to all variety of well-ordered being in the created World must have
been Protogonos - Phanes. His demiurgic semen was precisely the
awesome rain that Phanes poured down, OF 84: ùÌ‚ÚÔÓ àı¤ÛÊ·ÙÔÓ
Î·Ù·¯ÂÜ·È ÙeÓ º¿ÓËÙ·7. This rain is àı¤ÛÊ·ÙÔ˜, unutterable,
portentous, aweful. Early Pythagoreanism similarly adopted the idea
of seed-secretion to account for the beginning of things (v. infra
Chapter 12, , esp. pp. 179 sqq.). Pherecydes has already utilized the
notion (7A8 DK; cf. A65 p. 45.21; B7), which stems from
Anaximander’s construal of World-origination as secretion of the
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fertile seed of the fundamental opposition Warm-Cold: âÎ ÙÔÜ à˚‰›Ô˘
ÁﬁÓÈÌÔÓ ıÂÚÌÔÜ ÙÂ Î·d „˘¯ÚÔÜ Î·Ùa ÙcÓ Á¤ÓÂÛÈÓ ÙÔÜ‰Â ÙÔÜ KﬁÛÌÔ˘
àÔÎÚÈıÉÓ·È, 12A10 p. 83.34. Primaeval religious experience of
creation as sexual action (according to the organic understanding of
the World) - cf. Ch. 12, infra, passim - was formulated in Theogonies
(like the Hesiodic), some of which and preeminently the Orphic,
proved more apt to instigate logicomythical or logical articulations
and more susceptible to naturalistic interpretations (“hylozoism” and
allegorism).
The Derveni Commentator interpreted the Phanic-Heliacal semen
(ıÔÚÓ‹) of the Orphic poem physically by reverting to the broader,
non-specialized meaning of the verbal root: spring, rush, dart. The
Sun, once constituted by the collocated fiery homoiomery collected in
one body from its dispersed state, causes intense movement in the
remaining, finely divided and mutually distributed particles of all
other forms of being which float in the universal Air, that is, what it
will be and be known as once the other homoiomeries are similarly
collocated in various degrees of distinct homogeneity. This vigorous
movement, and the resulting continual collisions, effect the
coacervation of homoiomeries in stable, distinct forms of being, with
definite preponderating homoiomeric character. It is not that we have
mere pure collections of (only) identical (in essential form) substances,
like the World-state during the absolute dominion of NÂÖÎÔ˜ in the
Empedoclean system. But the clashing movement generates
formations marked by durable preponderances in the necessary
mixtures. This happens because in the grip of the violent agitation
exercised by the heat of the Sun, similar tends to be attached to
similar8. The Commentator’s position is well explained in XXII, 1
sqq.: ıÔÚÓFÉ ‰b Ï¤ÁˆÓ (sc. Orpheus) ‰ËÏÔÖ ¬ÙÈ âÓ Ùˇá à¤ÚÈ Î·Ùa ÌÈÎÚa
ÌÂÌÂÚÈÛÌ¤Ó· âÎÈÓÂÖÙÔ Î·d âıﬁÚÓ˘ÙÔ, ıÔÚÓ‡ÌÂÓ· ‰b Î·Ù·Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË
Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ·. Ì¤¯ÚÈ ‰b ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘ âıﬁÚÓ˘ÙÔ, Ì¤¯ÚÈ ≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ qÏıÂÓ Âå˜ Ùe
Û‡ÓËıÂ˜. This Û‡Ó-ËıÂ˜ (of the same habit) is the ÔåÎÂÖÔÓ (proper,
familiar, one’s own, conformable in nature) and ¬ÌÔÈÔÓ (similar). But
there is also mixture of other forms (homoiomeries) in these resulting
constitutions, yet of forms subordinated to the prevalent character.
XIX, 1-2: íÓ ≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ Î¤ÎÏËÙ·È àe ÙÔÜ âÈÎÚ·ÙÔÜÓÙÔ˜.
Solar action ensures the consolidation of things, each with a
dominant essentiality. It brings this about by causing incessant
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movement in the particles of being, which thus tend to reallocate
themselves, similar with similar, instead of being minutely diffused all
in all; the reallocation consequent upon the continual clashing effected
by solar action, causes the particles of being to create segregated
homogeneities by disrupting the original universal homogeneity of the
total blending in the Ur-substance. Beings thus become dominated in
assuming definite identities (are mastered by Air and the Sun),9 and
therefore can suffer creative mixture, i.e. combination of predominant
with subordinate characters, and can therefore become proper things.
In column IX (Fire, when dispersed, hinders the formation of things,
but, if removed from the initial total blending, allows beings to be
consolidated) 9-10 we read: ¬Û· ‰’ iÓ àÊıFÉ âÈÎÚ·ÙÂÖÙ·È, âÈÎÚ·ÙËıbÓ ‰b Ì›ÛÁÂÙ·È ÙÔÖ˜ ôÏÏÔÈ˜. Whatever is kindled (is set on fire) is
rendered malleable (is dominated) and thus capable of loosing its
intransingent individual identity of substantiality and of entering into
syntheses and mixtures with other (homoiomeric) characters of
substantiality. The doctrine is nicely indicated by an interpretative
theocracy and physiocracy; XXI, 5 sqq. (following the passage quoted
above): \AÊÚÔ‰›ÙË OéÚ·Ó›· Î·d ZÂf˜ Î·d \AÊÚÔ‰ÈÛÈ¿˙ÂÈÓ Î·d £ﬁÚÓ˘Ûı·È (àÊÚ. Î·d ıﬁÚÓ. deleted by Merkelbach, wrongly; the author goes
on to explain the reason of these various names of the same reality) Î·d
¶ÂÈıg Î·d ^AÚÌÔÓ›· Ùˇá ·éÙˇá ıÂˇá ùÓÔÌ· ÎÂÖÙ·È. àÓcÚ Á˘Ó·ÈÎd
ÌÈÛÁﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ àÊÚÔ‰ÈÛÈ¿˙ÂÈÓ <Î·d ıﬁÚÓ˘Ûı·È> Ï¤ÁÂÙ·È Î·Ùa Ê¿ÙÈÓ. ÙáÓ
ÁaÚ ÓÜÓ âﬁÓÙˆÓ ÌÈ¯ı¤ÓÙˆÓ àÏÏ‹ÏÔÈ˜ \AÊÚÔ‰›ÙË èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË. ¶ÂÈıg
‰’ ¬ÙÈ ÂrÍÂÓ Ùa âﬁÓÙ· àÏÏ‹ÏÔÈÛÈÓ. ÂúÎÂÈÓ ‰b Î·d Â›ıÂÈÓ Ùe ·éÙﬁ.
^AÚÌÔÓ›· ‰b ¬ÙÈ ÔÏÏa Û˘Ó‹ÚÌÔÛÂ ÙáÓ âﬁÓÙˆÓ ëÎ¿ÛÙˆ. qÓ ÌbÓ Á[aÚ
Î·d Ú]ﬁÛıÂÓ, èÓÔÌ¿ÛıË ‰b ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È âÂd ‰ÈÂÎÚ›ıËØ Ùe ‰b ‰È·ÎÚÈıÉÓ·È ‰ËÏÔÖ ¬Ù[È] Ù[a˜ ÌÂ›]ÍÂÈ˜ â‰›ˆÎÂ [Î·d âÎ]Ú¿ÙÂÈ, œÛÙÂ ‰ÈÂÎÚ›ıËÛ·Ó -. Things (in their essential homoiomeric characters) existed
in the original, absolute, universal homogeneity of homogeneous
dispersion. When they were separated (‰È·ÎÚÈıÉÓ·È) from that UrSubstance, they manifested their essentiality, and in this sense they
came into being. The same reality is further called °É and M‹ÙËÚ and
¢ËÌ‹ÙËÚ and P¤· and ≠HÚ· and ^EÛÙ›· and ¢ËÒ, according to its
various aspects or phases (XXII). This all-inclusive reality, Mother of
all distinct World-parts, is the cosmic NÔÜ˜; ΧXVI, 1-2: ¬ÙÈ M‹ÙËÚ ï
NÔÜ˜ âÛÙÈÓ ÙáÓ ôÏÏˆÓ. As it is identical with Zeus (and Hera), it is
the Air (cf. XVII, 2-6), universal Dominator; XIX, 1-4: [ ] íÓ
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≤Î·ÛÙÔÓ Î¤ÎÏËÙ·È àe ÙÔÜ âÈÎÚ·ÙÔÜÓÙÔ˜, ZÂf˜ ¿ÓÙ· (i.e. the All)
Î·Ùa ÙeÓ ·éÙeÓ ÏﬁÁÔÓ âÎÏ‹ıËØ ¿ÓÙ· ÁaÚ ï àcÚ âÈÎÚ·ÙÂÖ
ÙÔÛÔÜÙÔÓ ¬ÛÔÓ ‚Ô‡ÏÂÙ·È. In the created World order each thing is
constituted and called by its dominant character in the mixture in
which it consists. Similarly, the Universal All is called Zeus and vice
versa, because Air (= Zeus) dominates everything and all. The
Commentator presupposes the crucial Orphic fragment OF 21a, at
least two verses of which he actually cites in our extant shreds: v. 2 in
XVII.12; and v.7 in XIX.10; cf. XVIII.12 for v.1. (To this fragment,
preserved in the Peripatetic De Mundo 7, 401a25 sqq., Plato, Leges,
IV, 715e - to which the Scholiast ad. loc. p. 379 Hermann explicitly
testifies - and, before him, Aeschylus, ^HÏÈ¿‰Â˜, Fr. 70 Radt seem to
allude).
A definite and coherent philosophical system of Ionian physiology
underlies the Derveni interpretations. Its cosmogonical steps observe
the following sequence.
1) In the beginning there is an Archelaean ™Ê·ÖÚÔ˜, a completely
homogeneous intermixture of all homoiomeries, all forms of being,
minutely divided and dispersed as tiny particles throughout the blend.
Equally distributed in this Ur-substance are the eminently active
molecules of fire; thus a perpetual, general shaking obtains which
secures permanent absolute homogeneity by equilizing accidental,
momentary anomalies of particle-concentration.
2) Homoiomeries of all kinds of being float in the Air of this UrMixture, like a Blowing and Wind (spirit, ÓÂÜÌ·). The (apparent)
character of that original All-One was airy. Yet the aerial particles did
not yet constitute Air (as we know it in the present World-state), since
they were not already collocated at such a sufficient quantity as to
establish an identity of substance capable of dominating the other
being-forms in the mixture. But in that stage of all things together and
none distinguishable there was implicit the reason of the articulation
in the present obtaining, developed World-Order, and this reason,
which resided in the aerial substance, composed the Cosmic
Intelligence (ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ ÙÔÜ ıÂÔÜ).
3) Fire-substance is collected, from its scattered state, principally in
a single entity, the Sun. World-formation begins, and is effected
through this demiurgic Protogonos.
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4) The Sun-Fire causes intense mobility and a state of continual
collision to the other particles. As a result, they tend to coacervate,
similar with similar. Air in particular emerges as a distinct vast
substance of universal sway. Under this rule beings are mixed with
essential character defined by the dominant homoiomery: stable
formations (i.e. things) come into existence. The Cosmic Harmony is
established.
These cosmogonical stages express, according to the
Commentator, the truth of the Orphic divine genealogies.
Thus (1) answers to aboriginal Night (cf. XI, 1-4 and X), the first
hypostasis of the early Orphic Theogony, construed as Chaos, i.e.
characterless equal mixture of all things together. Night in the original
Orphic Poem was ·ÓÔÌÊÂ‡Ô˘Û·, all-divining authoress of ominous
Word, and ÙÚÔÊﬁ˜, universal nurse (X, 9 and 11). In Rhapsodic
Orphic Theogony, Night was called ıÂáÓ ÙÚÔÊe˜ àÌ‚ÚÔÛ›Ë (OF 106,
from Proclus). Merkelbach nicely constructs a hexametre which may
well have belonged to original Orphism:
wÛÙÔ ·ÓÔÌÊÂ‡Ô˘Û· ıÂáÓ ÙÚÔÊe˜ àÌ‚ÚÔÛ›Ë N‡Í.

For ·ÓÔÌÊÂ‡Ô˘Û·, the Commentator easily allegorises universal
teacher (of truth); X, 1-10.
A physical interpretation of Night’s nursing function is given by
the Commentator immediately afterwards; X, 12-13: ÙÚÔÊ[eÓ ‰b
Ê‹Û·˜ ·é]ÙcÓ ·åÓ›[˙Â]Ù·È ¬ÙÈ [±]ÛÛ· / ï ≥ÏÈ[Ô˜ ıÂÚÌ·›ÓˆÓ ‰È]·Ï‡ÂÈ
(or better àÓ]·Ï‡ÂÈ) Ù·ÜÙ· ì ÓfÍ „‡[¯Ô˘Û· / Û˘[Ó›ÛÙËÛÈÓ (or
Û˘[Ì‹ÁÓ˘ÛÈÓ)... The solvative action of the heat is countered by the
coagulating and condensative function of nocturnal coldness, which
confirms things in their concrete identity under their prevailing
character: it feeds their particular essentiality. Such is Night’s operation
in the evolved cosmic order. For coldness belongs to Night when Fire
has been separated from the homogeneous mass of “all things
together” by being concentrated on particular spots (and esp. in the
Sun), instead of existing in the original state of total dispersion
throughout that togetherness. In the initial state of things, the AllSubstance was equally warm and cold in all its parts. Coldness is not
necessarily implicated into the aboriginal Night. That primaeval,
undifferentiated Totality was Night, though tepid and indifferent.
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(Just as the original All-One was air, even though it included in
homogenous blending all else as well. It was Night and Air because in
the present segregated world-state, might and air sustain everything in
the last resort).
The precedence of Night over Light is explained in XI, 1-4: [Ù]É˜
N˘ÎÙﬁ˜. âÍ à[‰‡ÙÔÈ]Ô ‰’ ·éÙcÓ [Ï¤ÁÂÈ] ¯ÚÉÛ·È ÁÓÒÌËÓ ÔÈÔ‡[ÌÂ]ÓÔ˜
ô‰˘ÙÔÓ Â[r]Ó·È Ùe ‚¿ıÔ˜ ÙÉ˜ N˘ÎÙﬁ˜Ø Ôé Á[aÚ] ‰‡ÓÂÈ œ[Û]ÂÚ Ùe
Êá˜, àÏÏ¿ ÓÈÓ âÓ Ùˇá ·éÙˇá Ì¤[ÓÔ]Ó ·éÁc Î·Ù·[Ï]·Ì‚¿ÓÂÈ. The
Orphic passage had Night proclaim a mighty oracle to Zeus (cf. XI.10
Ôî and XI.1 and 3), from the unenterable innermost sanctuary (of
existence): âÍ à‰‡ÙÔÈÔ. The Commentator etymologizes ô‰˘ÙÔÓ from
‰‡Ô, ‰‡Óˆ, to set, and interprets this unsetting parameter of Night as
her depth, the profundity of darkness. It is the light that is kindled and
extinguished, the Sun and all natural luminaries of heaven that rise
and set; Darkness and Night are never kindled nor extinguished, they
never rise nor set, but are always there the same in the same place, the
underlying root and principle of being, whether illumined by the
splendour of light or unenlightened by it.
The Commentator’s etymology of ô‰˘ÙÔÓ is coupled by his bold
equation of the two senses of ¯ÚÉÛ·È (¯Ú¿ˆ, deliver oracular
pronouncements and ¯Ú¿ˆ / Î›¯ÚËÌÈ, furnish with a thing or the use
of a thing, cf. ¯ÚÉÛÈ˜, ¯Ú‹ÛÈÌÔ˜); XI, 5-9: ¯ÚÉÛ·È ‰b Î·d àÚÎ¤Û·È
Ù·éÙe [‰‡]Ó·Ù·È / ÛÎ¤„·Ûı·È ‰b ¯Úc âÊ’ z
ˇ ÎÂÖÙ·[È Ùe] àÚÎ¤Û·È / Î·d
Ùe ¯ÚÉÛ·È. / ¯ÚÄÓ ÙﬁÓ‰Â ÙeÓ ıÂeÓ ÓÔÌ›˙ÔÓ[ÙÂ˜ öÚ]¯ÔÓÙ·È / []Â˘ÛﬁÌÂÓÔÈ ±ÛÛ· ÔáÛÈ. So to issue oracles is to provide with, to be strong
enough in usefulness, to suffice, to make good and satisfy (¯ÚÉÛ·È =
àÚÎ¤Û·È)10. And this is why people come to learn about their actions,
thinking that this God pronounces oracular responses, i.e. avails
(¯ÚÄÓ)11. This “God” must be Apollo. Is a statue of Apollo to be
implied in the room or place of discourse, or is the disquisition being
held in an Apollonian Temple or at Delphi (where the seat of divinity
belonged to Night before it was seized by Apollo)?
Night emerges as the all-powerful Succourer (¯ÚÄÓ), the great
Nourisher (ÙÚÔÊﬁ˜), the master Teacher (·ÓÔÌÊÂ‡Ô˘Û·) of
existence in this World order. She also is the Unapproachable (ô‰˘ÙÔÓ) absolute presupposition of Existence.
Further, condition (2) in the cosmogonical process represents Fate
(MÔÖÚ·) and Necessity (\AÓ¿ÁÎË, \A‰Ú¿ÛÙÂÈ·). Cf. Orphic
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Argonautica, 13: \AÚ¯·›Ô˘ ÌbÓ ÚáÙ· X¿Ô˘˜ àÌ¤Á·ÚÙÔÓ \AÓ¿ÁÎËÓ
(although the sequel does not correspond to the proto-Orphic
structure). This Cosmic Necessity is the uninflexible lawfulness
governing all evolution out of the aboriginal Chaos, Chaos’ conjugal,
steely Rule. In Rhapsodic Orphic Theogony \A‰Ú¿ÛÙÂÈ· sits in front
of Night’s cave (OF 105):
·Ï¿ÌFËÛÈ ‰b ¯¿ÏÎÂ· ÚﬁÙÚ·
‰áÎÂÓ \A‰ÚËÛÙÂ›÷·.

The sounding of the cymbals notifies to all existence Night’s
decrees (ibid.). Cf. OF 152. The distinction between \A‰Ú¿ÛÙÂÈ·,
\AÓ¿ÁÎË and EîÌ·ÚÌ¤ÓË - OF 162 - is clearly late. In Derveni
Orphism they are identical, as is also divine Intelligence (ºÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜)
and, consequently, Providence (¶ÚﬁÓÔÈ·). (Cf. supra). The full Stoic
apparatus is already at work.
Night and Necessity, Chaos and Intelligence, Air and Spirit are the
double aspect of the aboriginal reality. What exists initially at the
absolute beginning of things is the total and thorough Mixture of
everything with everything, a Mixture so perfect that every part of it,
however small, contains particles of all homoiomeric natures, of all
existing characters of being. All things (natures) are broken down in
minute corpuscules and completely interfused. The nature which in
the end of the cosmogonical development will appear distinctly as Air
may be considered as providing the ontological framework of the
original Mixture (that which in a sense keeps it together), while all else
will then be taken as existing in it, in the form of a wind blowing, or
breath in the air, that is in its spiritual existence. This Air and Spirit is
then the Fate and the Intelligence of Existence, preexisting before all
evolution of reality and predetermining it.
The Sun in stage (3) interprets Protogonos - Phanes. It is the
splendour of Light emerging out of the dark Womb of Night.
Probably the consequent solidification, through freezing, of Earth and
Heaven at the lower and upper extremities of the Universe, once the
heat particles have been assembled at its focal center (cf. XV, 3-5), was
a commentary on the formation of the primal pair Heaven-Earth out
of the Cosmic Egg laid by Night12, as in the Aristophanic parody,
Aves, 695 sqq.:
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Ù›ÎÙÂÈ ÚÒÙÈÛÙÔÓ ñËÓ¤ÌÈÔÓ NfÍ ì ÌÂÏ·ÓﬁÙÂÚÔ˜ è
ˇ ﬁÓ,
âÍ Ôy ÂÚÈÙÂÏÏÔÌ¤Ó·È˜ œÚ·È˜ ö‚Ï·ÛÙÂÓ òEÚˆ˜ ï ÔıÂÈÓﬁ˜,
ÛÙ›Ï‚ˆÓ ÓáÙÔÓ ÙÂÚ‡ÁÔÈÓ ¯Ú˘Û·ÖÓ, ÂåÎg˜ àÓÂÌÒÎÂÛÈ ‰›Ó·È˜.

This Orphic Eros is, of course, the Phanes-Protogonos. This is the
Light of the World.
With the fixation of Heaven and Earth, the first structure of a
differentiated reality is established. In fact the Commentator has
probably etymologised OéÚ·Óﬁ˜ so as to highlight such a fixation:
ÔéÚ›˙ˆÓ (= ïÚ›˙ˆÓ) ÓÔÜ˜, Intelligence defining and fixative,
maintaining also the physical interpretation as horizon. (For \øÎÂ·Óﬁ˜
as horizon, v. OF 115; for Ocean as occupying the place of lower
Heaven, v. OF 117. For OéÚ·Óﬁ˜ as protective guardianship of the
World, from ÔéÚÂÖÓ v. OF 113). Tsantsanoglou’s tentative construal of
XIV, 11-14 is persuasive as regards the sense required: ≤Î·ÛÙ]ÔÓ. (with
Merkelbach, better than Tsantsanoglou’s ÙáÓ â]ﬁÓÙˆÓ. The preceding
sentence runs thus: KÚﬁÓÔÓ ‰b óÓﬁÌ·ÛÂÓ àe ÙÔÜ / ö[Ú]ÁÔ˘ ·éÙeÓ
Î·d ÙpÏÏ· Î·Ùa [ÙeÓ ·éÙeÓ Ï]ﬁÁÔÓ / ≤Î·ÛÙ]ÔÓ.) ÙáÓ ÁaÚ
ê¿ÓÙ[ˆÓ Ôûˆ ÎÚÔ˘ÔÌ¤]ÓˆÓ / [ï NÔÜ˜] ó˜ ïÚ[›˙ˆ]Ó Ê‡ÛÈÓ [ÙcÓ
âˆÓ˘Ì›·Ó öÛ¯Â]Ó / [OéÚ·Óﬁ]˜. àÊ·ÈÚ[ÂÖ]Ûı·È ‰’ ·é[ÙﬁÓ ÊËÛÈ ÙcÓ
‚·ÛÈÏ]Â›·Ó / [ÎÚÔ˘Ô]Ì¤ÓˆÓ Ù[áÓ] â[ﬁ]ÓÙ[ˆÓ. So the Commentator
postulates a naming of things according to their essential function
(àe ÙÔÜ öÚÁÔ˘) - a principle of natural etymology in the Cratylean
sense. KÚﬁÓÔ˜ is then KÚÔ‡ˆÓ ÓÔÜ˜ and OéÚ·Óﬁ˜ is OéÚ›˙ˆÓ ÓÔÜ˜.
KÚﬁÓÔ˜, further, arrogates the cosmic kingship to himself,
overthrowing OéÚ·Óﬁ˜ in the sense that the universal collision of
natures represented by KÚﬁÓÔ˜ annuls the first fixation of the World
established and sustained by the emergence and action of OéÚ·Óﬁ˜. It
is relevant to notice in this connection the Hesiodic account
(Theogony, 154-160) that Heaven engaged the Earth in a perpetual
coition without allowing (free space between them for) the coming
forth of the offspring of this monstrous copulation, such offspring
being instead imprisoned within the maternal womb. Saturn
perpetrates the enormity, castrates Heaven and thus separates him
from Earth: the place for the intervening air is thus brought into
existence.
Finally, in step (4) the (principle of the) persistent clashing of
being-particles in the Intelligence-Mixture (ºÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ - MÔÖÚ· -
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ÓÂÜÌ·) effected by the agency of the Sun once constituted, provides
the etymology and explanation of KÚﬁÓÔ˜ (i.e. ÎÚÔ‡ˆÓ ÓÔÜ˜, ÎÚÔ‡ÔÓÙ· ÙeÓ ÓÔÜÓ Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ·, ΧIV, 7). KÚﬁÓÔ˜ is intelligence-asprinciple-of-a-general-collusion-of-things-to-one-another. Thus it is
both identical to cosmic intelligence and distinct from it; it preexists as
intelligence (the spiritual breath (ÓÂÜÌ· âﬁÓ XVIII, 2) full of all kinds
of being-particles, a true ·ÓÛÂÚÌ›· Âå‰áÓ in airy form) and yet as
representative of the universal clashing (considered as a distinct
moment in the onto-logical evolution, i.e. articulation, of reality) can
be said to come into being. First there exists Intelligence as UrSubstance, and more strictly as an aspect of the Ur-Substance. Then
there is fixed and fixative Intelligence as OéÚ·Óﬁ˜, generated at the
primal formation of the Sun. And thirdly, there is born KÚﬁÓÔ˜, the
“striking” Intelligence, or rather mind (as was distinguished above)
cancelling the heavenly stability and causing the preliminary, necessary
upheaval with a view towards the establishment of a New World
Order.
This new World order is the realm of Zeus. For the universal
colliding movement generates (or rather separates in distinct body) the
enormity of Air as the universal Dominator, i.e. ZÂf˜ ‚·ÛÈÏÂ‡˜, ZÂf˜
‰’ àÚ¯e˜ ê¿ÓÙˆÓ etc. (XIX, 10 sqq.). And in this sense is Zeus born
from Cronos, and divine Phronesis precedes the God himself (XVIII,
9 sqq.: ÚdÓ ÌbÓ ÁaÚ ÎÏËıÉÓ·È ZÉÓ·, qÓ MÔÖÚ· ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ ÙÔÜ ıÂÔÜ
àÂ› ÙÂ Î·d ‰Èa ·ÓÙﬁ˜Ø âÂd ‰’ âÎÏ‹ıË ZÂ‡˜, ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ·éÙeÓ âÓÔÌ›ÛıË, ùÓÙ· ÌbÓ Î·d ÚﬁÛıÂÓ, çÓÔÌ·˙ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ‰’ Ôûˆ). In fact divine
Phronesis “precedes” divine Mind, and this the God, the
cosmogonical series being logically expressed by the sequence:
intelligence, mind, godhead. There is neither real change in identity,
nor alteration in mere nomenclature; World phases and cosmic aspects
are named in the sequence as and when they manifest themselves,
although they are eternally existing.
OéÚ·Óﬁ˜ proceeds from Night: OéÚ·Óe˜ EéÊÚÔÓ›‰Ë˜ (ΧIV, 6).
Cronos, and the other Titans, are children of OéÚ·Óe˜ and °É, in the
common theogonies. But the Commentator emphasises that the
Orphic poem ascribed in effect the generation of Cronos to Helios;
XIV 2-3: ÙÔÜÙÔÓ ÔsÓ ÙeÓ KÚﬁÓÔÓ ÁÂÓ¤Ûı·È ÊËÛdÓ (sc. Orpheus) âÎ
ÙÔÜ ^HÏ›Ô˘ ÙFÉ °FÉ etc. The Helios of the Commentator is the
Protogonos-Phanes of the Orphic poem. The ùÌ‚ÚÔ˜ àı¤ÛÊ·ÙÔ˜
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from Phanes (OF 84, cf. supra) expresses his all-potent semen, creative
of the entire divine order; OF85 (v. esp. Damascius De primis
principiis 111 (I 286, 15 Ruelle): Âå ‰b ï ·Ú’ \OÚÊÂÖ ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜
ıÂe˜ ï ¿ÓÙˆÓ Û¤ÚÌ· Ê¤ÚˆÓ ÙáÓ ıÂáÓ àe ÙÔÜ è
ˇ ÔÜ ÚáÙÔ˜ âÍ¤13
ıÔÚÂ Î·d àÓ¤‰Ú·ÌÂ etc.). In this sense the real procreative power in
the first divine genealogies is Heliacal-Phanetic, even though the series
consists of the succession OéÚ·Óe˜ (ΧIV, 6) - KÚﬁÓÔ˜ - ZÂ‡˜ (ΧV, 6).
There is thus Orphic justification for the Commentator’s solar
emphasis, given the equivalence Protogonos - Phanes = Helios.
Such solar emphasis was not a rarity in classical times. After
defining malehood and femineity as that which begets offspring in
somebody else and in itself respectively (de generatione Animalium
716a13), Aristotle illustrates the definition by cosmogonical
conceptions regarding Nature at large: Earth was regularly the great
Mother (v. Ch. 12 infra, n. 6a), while Heaven or Sun or some other
similar celestial power played the role of Universal Father; 716a15: ‰Èe
Î·d âÓ Ùˇá ¬Ïˇˆ ÙcÓ ÙÉ˜ °É˜ Ê‡ÛÈÓ ó˜ ıÉÏ˘ Î·d ÌËÙ¤Ú· ÓÔÌ›˙Ô˘ÛÈÓ,
OéÚ·ÓeÓ ‰b Î·d ≠HÏÈÔÓ õ ÙÈ ÙáÓ ôÏÏˆÓ ÙáÓ ÙÔÈÔ‡ÙˆÓ ó˜ ÁÂÓÓÒÓÙ·˜ Î·d ·Ù¤Ú·˜ ÚÔÛ·ÁÔÚÂ‡Ô˘ÛÈÓ. Acknowledgement of the
crucial importance of the Sun and of its annual (apparent) movement
in the ecliptic for the realisation of natural processes and becoming in
general on Earth, was readily forthcoming. Aristotle, Physica, 194b13:
ôÓıÚˆÔ˜ ÁaÚ ôÓıÚˆÔÓ ÁÂÓÓ÷Ä Î·d ≥ÏÈÔ˜. Metaphysica, 1071a13:
àÓıÚÒÔ˘ ·úÙÈÔÓ Ù¿ ÙÂ ÛÙÔÈ¯ÂÖ·, ÜÚ Î·d ÁÉ ó˜ ≈ÏË Î·d Ùe ú‰ÈÔÓ
Âr‰Ô˜, Î·d öÙÈ ÙÈ ôÏÏÔ öÍˆ ÔxÔÓ ï ·Ù‹Ú, Î·d ·Úa Ù·ÜÙ· ï ≠HÏÈÔ˜
Î·d ï ÏÔÍe˜ Î‡ÎÏÔ˜ (the zodiacal belt). And generally, De Generatione
et Corruptione, 336a31: ‰Èe Î·d Ôé¯ ì ÚÒÙË ÊÔÚa (the diurnal
movement of the Sun) ·åÙ›· âÛÙd ÁÂÓ¤ÛÂˆ˜ Î·d ÊıÔÚÄ˜, àÏÏ’ ì Î·Ùa
ÙeÓ ÏÔÍeÓ Î‡ÎÏÔÓ (sc. the solar movement along the ecliptic).
In the heliocentric philosophical and theological developments
there was presupposed firm and clear awareness of the heightened
solar significance in the formation and running of the World,
especially as manifested in the seasonal year. A eulogy on the Sun, with
recension of its vital and multifarious beneficial actions and essential
virtues is given by Plinius, Naturalis Historia, II, 4(6) §§12-13. Cf.
the elaborate analyses in Macrobius, Comm. In Somnium Scipionis, I,
20, 1-8. The basic idea is expressed already in Xenophanes; 21A 42:
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•ÂÓÔÊ¿ÓË˜ ÙeÓ ÌbÓ ≥ÏÈÔÓ ¯Ú‹ÛÈÌÔÓ ÂrÓ·È Úe˜ ÙcÓ ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘ Î·d
ÙcÓ ÙáÓ âÓ ·éÙˇá ˙ˇÒˆÓ Á¤ÓÂÛ›Ó ÙÂ Î·d ‰ÈÔ›ÎËÛÈÓ, ÙcÓ ‰b ÛÂÏ‹ÓËÓ
·Ú¤ÏÎÂÈÓ. The recognition of the cardinal heliacal influence is in fact
accompanied here by a rejection of the lunar role in the cosmic
processes, or at least of the importance of Moon’s action, contrary to
widely popular views, evidently very ancient, such as those represented
in the Aegyptiaca of Hecataeus from Abdera, upholding the
preeminence of the divine pair, Sun - Moon. (B7 = Diodorus I, 11, 1;
5-6; cf. 12, 3. Cf. Macrobius, op. cit. I, 19, 23). Anaxagoras called the
Earth mother of plants and the Sun their father; Peripatetic de plantis,
817a23: estque principium cibi plantarum a tera et principium
generationis fructuum a sole. et ideo Anaxagoras dixit quod earum
frigus est ab aere (the Greek re-translation has: ¬ÙÈ ì ñÁÚﬁÙË˜ ÙÔ‡ÙˆÓ
âÛÙdÓ àe ÙÉ˜ ÁÉ˜, which is more apt in the context) et ideo dicit
lechogeon (I propose ÏÂ¯ÒÁ·ÈÔÓ following Diels’ suggestion ÏÂ¯ÒÈÔÓ
ÁÉÓ; cf. Callimachus Hymnus in Jovem, 14, PÂ›Ë˜ ÏÂ¯ÒÈÔÓ for the
place where Rhea bore her child and Zeus was born; here ÏÂ¯ÒÁ·ÈÔÓ
would mean earth as perennially pregnant and in childbirth, with all
that grows out of, and on, her) quod terra mater est plantarum et sol
pater. The second Pythagorean principle is here represented by Earth
in a way that leaves no place for the Moon: for instead of the usual
double polarity Heaven-Earth and Sun-Moon we have just one: SunEarth. This squares with the religious construal of Moon as chthonic
(Selene-Hecate).
The crucial importance of the Sun for the life of the entire
Universe was also highlighted by the Pythagorean view of it as the
heart of the cosmic-all, the principal and leading factor in the world
(ìÁÂÌÔÓÈÎÒÙ·ÙÔÓ - sc. Î‡ÎÏÔÓ ÂrÓ·È ÙeÓ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ - Î·d ÔxÔÓ Î·Ú‰›·Ó
ÙÔÜ ·ÓÙﬁ˜, Theo Smyrnaeus, p. 138.17-8 Hiller). V. op.cit. p.
187.14-7: ...¥Ó· ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘, ó˜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘ Î·d ˙ˇÒÔ˘, ÙÉ˜ âÌ„˘¯›·˜ Fq
Ù‡Ô˜ ÔyÙÔ˜ (sc. the position of the Sun in the planetary order of
distance), óÛ·ÓÂd Î·Ú‰›·˜ ÙÔÜ ·ÓÙe˜ ùÓÙÔ˜ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ ÔÏ˘ı¤ÚÌÔ˘
‰Èa ÙcÓ Î›ÓËÛÈÓ Î·d Ùe Ì¤ÁÂıÔ˜ Î·d ÙcÓ Û˘ÓÔ‰›·Ó ÙáÓ ÂÚd ·éÙﬁÓ
(sc. Ï·Ó‹ÙˆÓ). Cf. p. 188.3-714.
The adequate appreciation of the solar influence in the
constitution and working of the World was enhanced by the allpowerful symbolism of the Light borne by, or (οut) of, Darkness, a
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peculiarly Orphic experience. The combination of these two moments
provides the source of Greek heliacal theology. The logicomythical,
religiophilosophical and philosophical systems (of mixed theology or
physiology) that were orphically oriented or influenced, were
(consequently) prone to capitalize on the heliacal interpretation of the
Protogonos doctrine. Already in Pherecydes’ Zeus, when about to
begin World-creation proper, is transformed into Eros (7B3). This
answers so closely Zeus’ swallowing of Phanes at the start of the
cosmogonical process (cf. e.g. OF 82 and IX, 4 of the Derveni
papyrus), that, given the identity of cosmic Eros with Phanes (cf. OF
83 and 85), it must entail an Orphic connexion in Pherecydes. Thus
Joannes Lydus’ statement that Zeus was identical with Helios in the
Pherecydean system (7A9 = de mensibus IV, 3) reflects the basic fact
that God is transformed into, or assumes the attributes of, or is
identified with, the Sun in order to form the World. This complex
idea is expressed in the often maintained aspectual identity of Zeus
with Helios. ZÂf˜ ≠HÏÈÔ˜ is attested from Amorgos in the 6th century
in a rock inscription (IG XII (7) 87; v. Gaertringen unwarrantedly
declines to accept the identity here). The Empedoclean recension of
the four ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù· in 31B6 refers to fire by ZÂf˜ àÚÁ‹˜, the radiant
Zeus, the aetherial brilliance. The difficult Οrphic poem in a Sicilian
golden leaf (OF 47 = FV, 1B21) involves the invocation to ·ÓﬁÙË˜
ZÂ‡˜ (v. 2; cf. OF 170); ·ÓﬁÙË˜, all-seeing, is the standard epithet
of the Sun: in fact the same very poem combines in v. 10: ZÂÜ \OÏ‡ÌÈÂ Î·d ·ÓﬁÙ· ≠AÏÈÂ. Sun is fire (v. 3, ≠HÏÈÂ ÜÚ), and twice Fate
is referred to, once as all-inventive, all-devising, she who sees through
everything (·ÌÌ‹ÛÙˆÚ), which suggests a reflection of the
equivalence ıÂÔÜ ÊÚﬁÓËÛÈ˜ = MÔÖÚ· in the Derveni Commentary15.
Zeus swallows Phanes in early Orphism, assimilates the latter’s
essence to himself and assumes his powers plenipotentially; this virtual
identification through absorption of two distinct hypostases effects
functional identity: the Protogonos’ spermatic nature (OF 84;
symbolized also by his hermaphroditism, cf. OF 80-1) constitutes
Zeus’ creative faculty. First, the cosmic structure is articulated within
Zeus (OF 167, from the rhapsodic cosmogony, which in this
reproduces archaic Orphism: v. Derveni papyrus, col. XVI.3-5; cf.
M.L. West, The Orphic Poems, 1983, pp. 88 sqq.). And then, world-
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creation proper follows (OF 168.31-32). A conflation of the two
stages, or rather moments, of creation surfaces in the Stoicizing,
pantheistic construal of Zeus so impregnated as the cosmic whole itself
(OF 168.1-30).
The Derveni Commentator provides physical interpretation of the
entities and processes involved, under preservation of the structural
scheme. Fundamentally, the panspermatic nature of Phanes is
dropped; it is the Air that involves all seeds of being out of which the
present World-formation is shaped, but this creation can only happen
through the agency of the Protogonos - Helios: such efficient causality
is thus ascribed to the Sun-cosmic membrum virile in IIII, 4 sqq.; and
correspondingly a mechanistic interpretation (in the Atomistic
manner16) is given for the Phanetic semen - ıÔÚÓ‹.
The functional theocracy of Zeus - Helios is an evident mark of
physiologized Orphic influence. It was mediated by the equivalence
Phanes - ≠HÏÈÔ˜, which was not restricted to abstruse allegorical
speculations, but is widespread enough to occur in poetry as well.
Sophocles, Fr. 1017 Nauck2:
≠HÏÈ’ , ÔåÎÙ›ÚÔÈ˜ âÌ¤,
<nÓ> Ôî ÛÔÊÔd Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈ ÁÂÓÓËÙcÓ ıÂáÓ
Î·d ·Ù¤Ú· ¿ÓÙˆÓ.17

Cf. Oedipus Tyrannus 660:
Ôé ÙeÓ ¿ÓÙˆÓ ıÂáÓ ıÂeÓ ÚﬁÌÔÓ
≠AÏÈÔÓ.

Probably the aspectual identity was not interpretative alone, or
implicative (the first-born Light of the World, ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔÓ º¿Ô˜,
being expressed by the splendour of the shining solar disc), but was
further postulated by the underlying common experience vividly
manifested in identical images. So OF 78:
¯Ú˘ÛÂ›·È˜ ÙÂÚ‡ÁÂÛÛÈ ÊÔÚÂ‡ÌÂÓÔ˜ öÓı· Î·d öÓı· (sc. Phanes).

OF 1 (Aristophanic Aves):
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ö‚Ï·ÛÙÂÓ òEÚˆ˜ ï ÔıÂÈÓﬁ˜,
ÛÙ›Ï‚ˆÓ ÓáÙÔÓ ÙÂÚ‡ÁÔÈÓ ¯Ú˘Û·ÖÓ.

OF 62:
\H¤ÏÈÂ, ¯Ú˘Û¤·ÈÛÈÓ àÂÈÚﬁÌÂÓÂ ÙÂÚ‡ÁÂÛÛÈÓ.

(cf. OF 54).
There is a detail which tends to confirm the Orphic affiliation of
Archelaus. When the Protogonos - Phanes emerges out of Night18,
what is seen is not he himself but his radiance illumining the aetherial
depths, OF 86 (and cf. OF 2). Only Night has a direct vision of him.
The experience presupposed is probably not that of the primacy of the
day-light over, and its independence from, the rays of the Sun (as is
mythologically expressed in Hesiod by the marked precedence of the
generation of Day over that of the Sun and Moon, Theogony 124 and
371-4 respectively), but rather that of the dawn before the actual rising
of the solar disc above the Horizon. In any case, the Orphic view was
taken up and articulated philosophically in the Empedoclean doctrine
of the Sun as a spectral image of the fiery hemisphere, this latter being
invisible from the earth’s surface. Fire, when at the beginning of worldformation was secreted from the initial state of homogeneity, was
accumulated in one cosmic hemisphere, leaving air intermingled with
a little fiery essence to occupy the other. The reflection of the igneous
hemisphere on the earth is projected onto the sky of the aerial
hemisphere as the (phenomenal) Sun; 31A30 DK I p. 288. 26-30;
A56 DK; B44 DK. The greater impetus of the fire collected in one
hemisphere, to which the air in the other succumbed and yielded,
caused both the cosmic rotation (A30 DK I p. 288.27-8) and the
inclination of the polar axis (A58 DK)19.
Archelaus preserves the same basis of an indirect vision of the
source of light, but articulates it differently. Before the declension of
the World-Axis the Sun was invisible from the Earth, since the
terrestrial surface has a concave form with a depression in the middle
and high mountains all round. A4 §4: âÈÎÏÈıÉÓ·È ‰b ÙeÓ ÔéÚ·ÓﬁÓ
ÊËÛÈ Î·d Ô≈Ùˆ˜ ÙeÓ ≥ÏÈÔÓ âd ÙÉ˜ ÁÉ˜ ÔÈÉÛ·È Êá˜ Î·d ÙﬁÓ ÙÂ à¤Ú·
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ÔÈÉÛ·È ‰È·Ê·ÓÉ Î·d ÙcÓ ÁÉÓ ÍËÚ¿Ó. Ï›ÌÓËÓ ÁaÚ ÂrÓ·È Ùe ÚáÙÔÓ,
±ÙÂ Î‡ÎÏˇˆ ÌbÓ ÔsÛ·Ó ñ„ËÏ‹Ó, Ì¤ÛÔÓ ‰b ÎÔ›ÏËÓ. ÛËÌÂÖÔÓ ‰b Ê¤ÚÂÈ
ÙÉ˜ ÎÔÈÏﬁÙËÙÔ˜, ¬ÙÈ ï ≠HÏÈÔ˜ Ôé¯ ±Ì· àÓ·Ù¤ÏÏÂÈ ÙÂ Î·d ‰‡ÂÙ·È
ÄÛÈÓ, ¬ÂÚ ö‰ÂÈ Û˘Ì‚·›ÓÂÈÓ, ÂúÂÚ qÓ ïÌ·Ï‹. The expression ÙeÓ
≥ÏÈÔÓ âd ÙÉ˜ ÁÉ˜ ÔÈÉÛ·È Êá˜ means principally direct illumination
by the solar rays, and does not preclude the possibility of a dim light
diffused in the upper hemisphere when the Sun approached the
horizon of the concave Earth before the cosmic declension, just as it
happens now at dawn. So that when the Sun was generated, it could
only be the object of indirect vision from the surface of the earth that
was to be inhabited. This all fits well with the Derveni papyrus
interpretative method which consists in construing theogonical
successions as stages in physical cosmic creation. The identification of
the original Sun with Protogonos is presupposed throughout.
The functional identity of Zeus-Helios in their creative aspect is
consistent with their hypostatic diversity. Scythinos from Teos (4th
century B.C.) conceives of the World-order as cosmic harmony played
upon the World-lyre by Apollo, son of Zeus, using as plectrum the
sunlight, the solar rays. Scythinos20 sings of the lyre (22C 3.1 DK):
mÓ êÚÌﬁ˙ÂÙ·È
ZËÓe˜ ÂéÂÈ‰c˜ \AﬁÏÏˆÓ ÄÛ·Ó, àÚ¯cÓ Î·d Ù¤ÏÔ˜
Û˘ÏÏ·‚ÒÓ, ö¯ÂÈ ‰b Ï·ÌÚeÓ ÏÉÎÙÚÔÓ ^HÏ›Ô˘ Ê¿Ô˜.

The sunlight and solar rays as plectrum in the universal Lyre
squares well with the Sun causing the collision of beings that generates
the World. The solar light striking (Ï‹ÙÙÂÈÓ) the cosmic
constituents in Scythinos answers exactly to Helios causing them to be
struck one against another (ÎÚÔ‡ÂÛı·È Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ·) (Col. XIV) in
the Derveni Papyrus21. This construal connects Apollos musical
function with the Sun as universal moderator of cosmic harmony.
Solar rays are also archetypally seen as arrows of the God. The
Apollonian symbols, thus, the bow and the lyre, fit well into a heliacal
setting, given a developed solar religion and theology. Consequently, it
emerges that the utilization of just these symbols in the formulation of
the central Heracleitean doctrine (22B51 DK) is of primal
significance. The rays of the god strike or smite (Ï‹ÙÙÂÈÓ, ÎÚÔ‡ÂÈÓ,
also ·›ÂÈÓ), vivify or kill, send illness or heal it. (Apollo’s medicinal
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faculty is therefore brought into the same nexus). ¶·›ˆÓ et sim. may
well be related to this striking and smiting activity of the solar god
(Macrobius, Saturnalia, I, 17, 17; Scholia in Aristophanes Plutus,
636). The Apollo àÊ‹ÙˆÚ of Ilias I, 404-5 (pace Zenodotus) had been
connected in antiquity to Apollo theArcher (Sch. b2 Erbse; cf. Scholia
d) ï àÊÈÂd˜ Ùa ‚¤ÏË (Et. M. s.v. àÊ‹ÙˆÚ 177.27S.) and identified
with the Sun (op.cit. 177.28): Apollo’s arrows are the solar rays. The
Derveni Commentator kept well within this underlying experience in
interpreting the Orphic cosmogony.
That Apollo is son of Zeus, who, in the Orphic theogonies, stems
from Helios - Protogonos - Phanes - Eros, only superficially seem to
preclude the functional identity Apollo - Helios, or to cast shade on
the force and character of the underlying connections. According to
the Derveni Commentary, for instance, Zeus as Air exists both before
and after the emergence of the Sun - Protogonos out of Night. But it
is only after its occupation of a vast extent as a continuous or quasicontinuous body (as a result of the separation of the fire particles and
their collocation in the Sun) that Air becomes the universal
Dominator; in this sense only then does Air become Zeus, the ruler
King of the World. And similarly the Sun before and after the jovial
new cosmic order is both identical and different: it is the same
collection basically of bright, warm particles of fire, the difference
lying in that he is the absolute Lord of the World previous to the
current cosmic articulation (ì ÓÜÓ ‰È·ÎﬁÛÌËÛÈ˜), while he is part of
Zeus’ governance afterwards. This is why the World is so to speak recreated by Zeus following his swallowing of the first organizing
principle, Phanes. Apparent tensions of the type indicated above can
be readily resolved in such way.
It is in a similar way that Cleanthes’ doctrine is best understood as
well. Zeus is the World-whole, the universal substance permeated by
the divine spirit, the totality of being bound together by the cosmic
ÙﬁÓÔ˜ in one entity under all its various forms. (Cf. SVF I 536)22.
Deities are named according to different phases or aspects or powers of
this single existence, the World. (Thus e.g. Hercules is the invincible
cosmic ÙﬁÓÔ˜ which maintains being in one coherent whole
differentiated in accordance with the modes of relaxation and
intensification distinctive to that tension, cf. I 514). Fiery is the vital
force, psychic and mental, which governs each being (cf. I 513). The
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Sun, as the principal cosmic fire, is the authoritative, commanding
part of the World, the ìÁÂÌÔÓÈÎeÓ ÙÔÜ KﬁÛÌÔ˘ (I 449). This universal
Dominator is part of the entire World (of Zeus in his all-inclusive
existence) in the present cosmic order, but coincides with Zeus in the
state of total conflagration, âÎ‡ÚˆÛÈ˜, from which World-creation
begins (cf. I 510-512 and I 536). The analogy in this respect with the
Derveni theory is remarkable. Decisive confirmation of all this is
found in Cleanthes’ famous Hymn to Zeus (I. 537). Zeus is the
supreme God (Î‡‰ÈÛÙ’ àı·Ó¿ÙˆÓ), He of the many Names (ÔÏ˘ÒÓ˘ÌÂ), eternally all-powerful (·ÁÎÚ·Ùb˜ ·åÂ›, v. 1), leader of Nature
(Ê‡ÛÂˆ˜ àÚ¯ËÁ¤), Governor of the Universe with his Law = Reason,
(ÓﬁÌÔ˘ Ì¤Ù· ¿ÓÙ· Î˘‚ÂÚÓáÓ, v. 2). He is the Divine Spirit, the
permeator universitatis (I, 533), to which the entire World
“voluntarily” yields, is subdued and dominated, vv. 3-4:
ÛÔd ‰c Ä˜ ¬‰Â KﬁÛÌÔ˜, ëÏÈÛÛﬁÌÂÓÔ˜ ÂÚd Á·Ö·Ó,
Â›ıÂÙ·È, wF ÎÂÓ ôÁFË˜, Î·d ëÎgÓ ñe ÛÂÖÔ ÎÚ·ÙÂÖÙ·È.

This domination is effected through the Ministry of the Sun, by
whose radiant striking all Nature’s works are effected and
consummated, and the common reason of the World is directed in its
entrance and presence everywhere as fiery light, vv. 5-9:
ÙÔÖÔÓ ö¯ÂÈ˜ ñÔÂÚÁeÓ àÓÈÎ‹ÙÔÈ˜ ñe ¯ÂÚÛdÓ
àÌÊ‹ÎË, ˘ÚﬁÂÓÙ·, àÂÈ˙ÒÔÓÙ· ÎÂÚ·˘ÓﬁÓØ
ÙÔÜ ÁaÚ ñe ÏËÁFÉ˜ Ê‡ÛÂˆ˜ ¿ÓÙ’ öÚÁ· < ÙÂÏÂÖÙ·È>Ø
z Ûf Î·ÙÂ˘ı‡ÓÂÈ˜ ÎÔÈÓeÓ ÏﬁÁÔÓ, n˜ ‰Èa ¿ÓÙˆÓ
ÊÔÈÙ÷Ä, ÌÈÁÓ‡ÌÂÓÔ˜ ÌÂÁ¿ÏÔÈ˜ ÌÈÎÚÔÖ˜ ÙÂ Ê¿ÂÛÛÈ.

That Zeus holds in his hands the solar lightning thunderbolt neatly
answers and interprets the proto-Οrphic image, as reported in the
Derveni papyrus VIII 4-5:
ZÂf˜ ÌbÓ âÂd ‰c ·ÙÚe˜ ëÔÜ ¿Ú· ı¤ÛÊ·ÙÔÓ àÚ¯cÓ
ôÏÎ‹Ó Ù’ âÓ ¯Â›ÚÂÛÛÈÓ öÏ·‚ÂÓ Î·d ‰·›ÌÔÓ· Î˘‰ÚﬁÓ.

This àÏÎ‹, strength or force of Zeus, is symbolised by his lightning
thunderbolt. As Heracleitus put it: Ùa ‰b ¿ÓÙ· Ôå·Î›˙ÂÈ ÎÂÚ·˘Óﬁ˜ (22
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B 64). More specifically, vital warmth, proceeding from the Sun,
sustains, according to him, the life of all living beings (Hisdosus
Scholasticus in 22B67a; the testimony comes from another era, but
fits congenially with what is known about Heracleitean doctrines).
There is also the notion of solar rays hitting the cosmic substance
and thus forming determinate beings as they strike the harmonious
World-order (cf. the ÎÚÔ‡ÂÈÓ, Ï‹ÙÙÂÈÓ, ÏÉÎÙÚÔÓ of the Derveni
commentary and Skythinos as noted above). The Sun is the supreme
royal Minister in the service of highest Godhead, and it is to the solar
agency that this Godhead owes his position, v. 10:
z
ˇ (sc. the previously mentioned living, fiery lighthing, i.e.
Heliacal radiance) Ûf ÙﬁÛÔ˜ ÁÂÁ·g˜ ≈·ÙÔ˜ ‚·ÛÈÏÂf˜ ‰Èa
·ÓÙﬁ˜.

The Sun is precisely the creative aspect of Divinity, hypostatically
distinct from its progenitor, yet ‰È’ Ôy Ùa ¿ÓÙ· âÁ¤ÓÂÙÔ.
This symbolism was naturally enhanced (given Apollo’s sonship in
relation to Zeus) by the theocracy Apollo - Helios, which is
emphatically present in Cleanthes (I, 540-2) and was characteristically
operative in Orphism, OF 172 (Proclus): ÚáÙÔÓ ‰c ÙÔÜÙÔ Î·Ù·ÓÔ‹ÛˆÌÂÓ, ¬ˆ˜ Î·d ·éÙe˜ (sc. Plato) œÛÂÚ \OÚÊÂf˜ ÙeÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ Âå˜
Ù·éÙﬁÓ ˆ˜ ôÁÂÈ Ùˇá \AﬁÏÏˆÓÈ Î·d ó˜ ÙcÓ ÎÔÈÓˆÓ›·Ó ÚÂÛ‚Â‡ÂÈ
ÙÔ‡ÙˆÓ ÙáÓ ıÂáÓ. âÎÂÖÓÔ˜ ÌbÓ (sc. \OÚÊÂ‡˜) ÁaÚ ‰È·ÚÚ‹‰ËÓ Ï¤ÁÂÈ
Î·d ‰Èa ¿ÛË˜, ó˜ ÂåÂÖÓ, ÙÉ˜ ÔÈ‹ÛÂˆ˜. The Orphic identity of a
solar Apollo is, happily, testified very early by Aeschylus in his lost
tragedy Bassarae or Bassarides, the second play of his Lycurgean
tetralogy; v. Stefan Radt, Tragicorum Graecorum Fragmenta, vol. 3,
1985, pp. 138-923. The basic account in the Eratosthenic Catasterismi
represents a precis of the play as a whole24. Orpheus, having been
initiated into the Mysteries of chthonicity (of life and death) through
his descent to Hades in search of Eurydice, reoriented his principal
devotion from Dionysus (whom he had until then worshipped
primarily to his own acclaim) to Helios, whom he now ranked greatest
among Gods and identified with Apollo: ‰Èa ‰b ÙcÓ Á˘Ó·ÖÎ· Âå˜
≠AÈ‰Ô˘ Î·Ù·‚a˜ (sc. Orpheus) Î·d å‰gÓ Ùa âÎÂÖ Ôx· qÓ, ÙeÓ ÌbÓ ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔÓ ÔéÎ¤ÙÈ âÙ›Ì·, ñÊ’ Ôy qÓ ‰Â‰ÔÍ·ÛÌ¤ÓÔ˜, ÙeÓ ‰b ≠HÏÈÔÓ Ì¤ÁÈÛÙÔÓ ÙáÓ ıÂáÓ âÓﬁÌÈÛÂÓ, nÓ Î·d \AﬁÏÏˆÓ· ÚÔÛËÁﬁÚÂ˘ÛÂÓ etc.,
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Eratosthenes, Catesterismorum Reliquiae, p. 29.3-11 Olivieri = p.
140.4-8 Robert (the phrases ‰Èa ‰b ... Ôx· qÓ and ñÊ’ Ôy qÓ ‰Â‰ÔÍ·ÛÌ¤ÓÔ˜ are found in the text R of the Epitome (v. Olivieri), confirmed
by the Scholia ad Germanicum BP and Hyginus, Astronomicon, II, 7,
v. pp. 140-1 Robert). In view of the Thracian origin and context of the
Orpheus25, it is significant that Sophocles testifies to the precedence of
solar worship among the Thracians; Tereus Fr. 523 Nauck2: ≠HÏÈÂ,
ÊÈÏ›ÔÈ˜ £ÚFËÍd Ú¤Û‚ÈÛÙÔÓ Û¤‚·˜ (Û¤‚·˜ with Bothe, in place of
the manuscript reading Û¤Ï·˜). Tereus was himself a Thracian (cf. e.g.
Thucydides II, 29). Preeminence of solar worship is also testified for
the Paeones; Maximus Tyrius IX, 8: ¶·›ÔÓÂ˜ Û¤‚Ô˘ÛÈ ÌbÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ,
ôÁ·ÏÌ· ‰b ^HÏ›Ô˘ ¶·ÈÔÓÈÎeÓ ‰›ÛÎÔ˜ ‚Ú·¯f˜ ñbÚ Ì·ÎÚÔÜ Í‡ÏÔ˘. In
high classical times the Paeones inhabited especially the area of the
middle and upper Strymon and western Rhodope; their land included
the sources of the modern Iskur = ancient Skios (cf. Herodotus IV, 49,
1; V, 1, 2; 13, 2), whose sources were in Mount Scombrus = modern
Rila (Thucydides, II, 96). Ιn Paeonia was also located Lake Kerkinitis
= ancient Prasias, Herodotus V, 17, 2. Τhe country lay to the
northwest of Mount Pangaios, VII, 113, 1, and extended to the west
of the Strymon down to the Axios river and even beyond it in a thin
wedge (Thucydides II, 99). The close proximity of Pangeaon to
Paeonia is thus amply confirmed.
Pangaeon was, according to the Aeschylean testimony, the place of
high solar worship on the part of Orpheus. The name of the first play
of the Lycurgean tetralogy was Edonoi, belonging to a people
originally inhabiting the low country between the Axios and the
Strymon (Thucydides, II, 99). In fact the people initially dwelling in
Pieria (north of Olympus) were pushed out of their land by the
conquering and expanding Macedonians, and moved to the coastal
area east of the Strymon, i.e. to the Pangaeon lowlands (Thucydides
II, 99; Herodotus VII, 112). Leibethra, where the remains of Orpheus
were buried by the Muses (already according to the Aeschylean
account) was located in Pieria near Dion (cf. e.g. Pausanias I, 30, 7;
Livy XLIV, 5, 12; the Leibethrion in Boeotia - Pausanias IX, 34 §4;
Strabo IX p. 410; v. esp. X p. 471 - is evidently a transposition from
the Olympian Leibethra, reflecting the Thracian presence from earliest
times in southeast Greece). Of a Leibethra by Pangaion speaks
Himerius (XLVI, 18-9 Colonna) alone: it is, most likely, simply an
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erroneous inference from the Eratosthenic account of Aeschylus’
Bassares, conflating two valid traditions (that Orpheus’ passion took
place on Pangaion and that his tomb existed at Leibethra near Dion)
into one faulty result. On the other hand, it is just possible that a place
of burial had been acclaimed for Orpheus in the area of his death; this
would be the less widely known, perhaps even obscure, Pangaean
Leibethra.
Once the solar dimension of early Orphism is well confirmed, we
can draw in further illustrations of its influence in the high classical
spirit. The heliacal identity of Apollo is recognised in Euripides
Phaethon, Fr. 781.11-3 Nauck2:
t Î·ÏÏÈÊÂÁÁb˜ ≠HÏÈ’, œ˜ Ì’ àÒÏÂÛ·˜
Î·d ÙﬁÓ‰’Ø \AﬁÏÏˆÓ ‰’ âÓ ‚ÚÔÙÔÖ˜ çÚıá˜ Î·ÏFÉ,
¬ÛÙÈ˜ Ùa ÛÈÁáÓÙ’ çÓﬁÌ·Ù’ Ôr‰Â ‰·ÈÌﬁÓˆÓ.

Playing on the insistent etymological connection \AﬁÏÏˆÓ àﬁÏÏ˘ÌÈ (cf. e.g. Scholia in Euripides, Orestes, 1389; Macrobius,
Saturnalia, I, 17, 10), Apollo is here considered as the mystic symbolic name of the Sun. Solar precedence over all godhead is
affirmed in Sophocles, Oedipus Rex, 660-1:
Ôé ÙeÓ ¿ÓÙˆÓ ıÂáÓ ıÂeÓ ÚﬁÌÔÓ
≠AÏÈÔÓ.

And, similarly, the Sun is invoked as progenitor of Gods and father
of all according to wise men in Sophocles, Fr. 1017 N2 (without cause
relegated to the dubious category by Nauck following Bernhardy v.
loc.cit.). Cf. Fr. 672. In Fr. 870 Apollo as Phoebus is identified with
the Sun; cf. Aeschylus, Prometheus Vinctus, 22.
It turns out that the testimony of Heracleitus (the scholar) is
trustworthy, and reflects genuine early Orphic traditions; Homerica
Problemata, 6, 6, p. 7 Buffiηre: ≠OÙÈ ÌbÓ ÙÔ›Ó˘Ó ï ·éÙe˜ \AﬁÏÏˆÓ
^HÏ›ˇˆ, Î·d ıÂe˜ Âx˜ ‰˘ÛdÓ çÓﬁÌ·ÛÈ ÎÔÛÌÂÖÙ·È, Û·Êb˜ ìÌÖÓ öÎ ÙÂ ÙáÓ
Ì˘ÛÙÈÎáÓ ÏﬁÁˆÓ, ÔR˜ ·î àﬁÚÚËÙÔÈ ÙÂÏÂÙ·d ıÂÔÏÔÁÔÜÛÈ, Î·d Ùe
‰ËÌá‰Â˜ ôÓˆ Î·d Î¿Ùˆ ıÚ˘ÏÔ‡ÌÂÓÔÓØ “ï ≠HÏÈÔ˜ \AﬁÏÏˆÓ, ï ‰¤ ÁÂ
\AﬁÏÏˆÓ ≠HÏÈÔ˜”. The mystic accounts, and esp. the unspeakable
rites (àﬁÚÚËÙÔÈ ÙÂÏÂÙ·›), standardly refer to Orphism, which
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expressed the preeminently Greek “theology” (ıÂÔÏÔÁÔÜÛÈ). The
argument for this Orphic identity26 was elaborated, among others, by
Apollodorus, evidently in his great work ¶ÂÚd ıÂáÓ; op.cit. 7, 1: äÎÚ›‚ˆÙ·È ‰’ ì ÂÚd ÙÔ‡ÙˆÓ àﬁ‰ÂÈÍÈ˜ Î·d \AÔÏÏÔ‰ÒÚˇˆ, ÂÚd ÄÛ·Ó
îÛÙÔÚ›·Ó àÓ‰Úd ‰ÂÈÓˇá. The doctrine, of Orphic emphasis, was also the
common stock of popular belief27.
There is, thus, a well-documented Orphic emphasis on solar
worship, reflecting (and partly identifying with) the preeminence of
the Orphic Phanes, the Apparent One, the First Born (¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜)
of existence. The underlying experience is of the Light of the World
(Ùe Êá˜ ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘, John 5; 10), borne from the aboriginal
Darkness, of the Daylight borne of the Night - a generation which
turns the undifferentiated chaos of primeval abyss into the orderly
structures of well-formed, identifiable being. The nexus of basic
logicomythical thinking constituting this solar theology is wellcaptured by Alexander in his prose hymn to Apollo Smintheus
(Rhetores Graeci, IX p. 321 Walz): oø ™Ì›ÓıÈÂ òAÔÏÏÔÓ28, Ù›Ó· ¯Ú‹
<ÛÂ> ÚÔÛÂÈÂÖÓ ÚﬁÙÂÚÔÓ; ≥ÏÈÔÓ ÙeÓ ÙÔÜ ÊˆÙe˜ Ù·Ì›·Ó Î·d ËÁcÓ
ÙÉ˜ ÔéÚ·Ó›Ô˘ Ù·‡ÙË˜ ·úÁÏË˜; j ÓÔÜÓ, ó˜ ï ÙáÓ ıÂÔÏÔÁÔ‡ÓÙˆÓ ÏﬁÁÔ˜,
‰È‹ÎÔÓÙ· ÌbÓ ‰Èa ÙáÓ ÔéÚ·Ó›ˆÓ, åﬁÓÙ· ‰b ‰È’ ·åı¤ÚÔ˜ âd Ùa ÙFÉ‰Â;
(for the idea cf., beyond its Stoic dressing, the Empedoclean view
noted above) j ﬁÙÂÚÔÓ ·éÙeÓ ÙeÓ ¬ÏˆÓ ‰ËÌÈÔ˘ÚÁeÓ j [ﬁÙÂÚÔÓ]
‰Â˘ÙÂÚÂ‡Ô˘Û·Ó <·éÙÔÜ> ‰‡Ó·ÌÈÓ; ‰È’ nÓ ÛÂÏ‹ÓË ÌbÓ Î¤ÎÙËÙ·È Û¤Ï·˜,
ÁÉ ‰b ÙÔf˜ å‰›Ô˘˜ äÁ¿ËÛÂÓ ¬ÚÔ˘˜, ı¿Ï·ÙÙ· ‰b Ôé¯ ñÂÚ‚·›ÓÂÈ ÙÔf˜
å‰›Ô˘˜ Ì˘¯Ô‡˜. º·Ûd ÁaÚ ÙÔÜ ¯¿Ô˘˜ Î·ÙÂÈÏËÊﬁÙÔ˜ Ùa Û‡Ì·ÓÙ· Î·d
¿ÓÙˆÓ Û˘ÁÎÂ¯˘Ì¤ÓˆÓ Î·d ÊÂÚÔÌ¤ÓˆÓ ÙcÓ ôÙ·ÎÙÔÓ âÎÂ›ÓËÓ Î·d
àÌÈÁÉ ÊÔÚ¿Ó, Ûb âÎ ÙáÓ ÔéÚ·Ó›ˆÓ à„›‰ˆÓ âÎÏ¿Ì„·ÓÙ· ÛÎÂ‰¿Û·È
ÌbÓ Ùe ¯¿Ô˜ âÎÂÖÓÔ, àÔÏ¤Û·È ‰b ÙeÓ ˙ﬁÊÔÓ, Ù¿ÍÈÓ ‰’ âÈıÂÖÓ·È ÙÔÖ˜
±·ÛÈÓ. àÏÏa Ù·ÜÙ· ÌbÓ ÛÔÊáÓ ·ÈÛd ÊÈÏÔÛÔÊÂÖÓ ·Ú·ÏÂ›ˆ (cf.
op.cit., p. 329 sq.). The antithesis between light and darkness, celestial
and terrestrial, olympic and chthonic, was construed in logicomythical
lore as generation of the former from the latter. Such mysteric
experience was crystallized in Orphism through gorgeous imagery and
ponderous articulation, both pregnant with meaning. In such a
context the typically earthy animal, the rat (esp. the field rat) was
associated with the solar god, as symbolic of his origin. Origination
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further turned into a relationship of (aspectual) identity between
parent and offspring, in the double-faced Apollo - Dionysus.
NOTES
(*) References to the Derveni papyrus are made to the fullest edition so far, R.
Janko, The Deveni Papyrus: an Interim Text, Zeitshrift für Papyrologie
und Epigraphik, Band 141, 2002, pp. 1-62. The numeration of the
columns is the same with that in the provisional translation of the Papyrus
by André Laks and Glenn W. Most in A. Laks - G.W. Most (eds.), Studies
on the Derveni Papyrus, 1997, pp. 9-22. Column numeration in
Merkelbach’s proekdosis (in Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik, 47,
1982, separate numeration after p. 300) is four numbers lower. A text
(based on Janko’s), French translation and extended annotation has been
published by Fabienne Jourdan, Le Papyrus de Derveni, 2003. A
booklength study of the Papyrus including edition and translation has been
given by Gabor Betegh, The Derveni Papyrus, 2004. Tsantsanoglou (with
Parassoglou and Kouremenos) finally produced an edition of the papyrus
with introduction, commentary and a set of photographs. The work is
hastily done, uncritical and misleading. Dirk Obbink and Apostolos Pierris
have recently undertaken a new full study of the text, with the use of
multispectral imaging; our edition is scheduled to appear about the end of
2007.
1. But uncouth (judged by classical style criteria) constructions seem to occur
spontaneously in the text. In any case the beginning of the Orphic poem
consisted of a hymn to Helios.
2. The idea that NÔÜ˜ is equivalent to the totality of being is expressed in
terminology applying to the value and price of things (ôÍÈÔ˜). This is a
significant parallelism to the Heracleitean monetary formulation and
illustration of the universal principle of existence B90 DK: ˘Úﬁ˜ ÙÂ àÓÙ·ÌÔÈ‚c (exchange) Ùa ¿ÓÙ·, ÊËÛdÓ ï ^HÚ¿ÎÏÂÈÙÔ˜, Î·d ÜÚ ê¿ÓÙˆÓ,
¬ÎˆÛÂÚ ¯Ú˘ÛÔÜ ¯Ú‹Ì·Ù· Î·d ¯ÚËÌ¿ÙˆÓ ¯Ú˘Ûﬁ˜. Here it is the Sun (NÔÜ˜) which is money for everything.
3. In this context âÍ·ÏÏ¿ÛÛÂÛı·È means not utterly change, be transformed,
but withdraw or remove (to oneself from something else), similarly to
Thycydides V, 71: âÍ·ÏÏ¿ÙÙÂÈÓ àÂd ÙáÓ âÓ·ÓÙ›ˆÓ ÙcÓ ë·˘ÙÔÜ Á‡ÌÓˆÛÈÓ.
Cf. à·ÏÏ¿ÙÙÂÈÓ and âÍ··ÏÏ¿ÙÙÂÈÓ, Thucydides IV, 28. Cf. Euripides,
Iphigeneia in Tauris, 135).
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V. esp. A10 DK (I p. 83.33 sqq.): ÊËÛd ‰b Ùe âÎ ÙÔÜ à˚‰›Ô˘ ÁﬁÓÈÌÔÓ ıÂÚÌÔÜ
ÙÂ Î·d „˘¯ÚÔÜ Î·Ùa ÙcÓ Á¤ÓÂÛÈÓ ÙÔÜ‰Â ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘ àÔÎÚÈıÉÓ·È Î·› ÙÈÓ·
âÎ ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘ ÊÏÔÁe˜ ÛÊ·ÖÚ·Ó ÂÚÈÊ˘ÉÓ·È Ùˇá ÂÚd ÙcÓ ÁÉÓ à¤ÚÈ ó˜ Ùˇá
‰¤Ó‰Úˇˆ ÊÏÔÈﬁÓØ wÛÙÈÓÔ˜ àÔÚÚ·ÁÂ›ÛË˜ Î·d Âú˜ ÙÈÓ·˜ àÔÎÏÂÈÛıÂ›ÛË˜
Î‡ÎÏÔ˘˜ ñÔÛÙÉÓ·È ÙeÓ ≥ÏÈÔÓ Î·d ÙcÓ ÛÂÏ‹ÓËÓ Î·d ÙÔf˜ àÛÙ¤Ú·˜. All the
basic (at least) contrarieties are similarly secreted (âÎÎÚ›ÓÂÛı·È) from the
indeterminate Infinite (A9, A16).
For the Ephesian Letters v. also Hesychius s.v.; Anaxilas Fr. 18.7 Poetae
Comici Graeci, II, p. 285; Aelius Dionysius ε, 79 (cf. Apostolius, XI, 29,
Paroemiographi Graeci, II p. 523.1) and Pausanias Atticista ε, 85 in H.
Erbse, Untersuchungen zu den Attizistischen Lexica, p. 120.25 and p.
183.3; Plutarch, Quaestionum Convivalium, VII, 5, 4 (706D-E). The
Letters formed six words mentioned by Androcydes (and Hesychius):
ΑΣΚΙ, ΚΑΤΑΣΚΙ, ΛΙΞ, ΤΕΤΡΑΞ, ΔΑΜΝΑΜΕΝΕΥΣ, ΑΙΣΙΑ. They
were worn on the feet, the girdle and the crown of Artemis in Ephesus
(Pausanias). The Magians ordained their salutary recitation for those
possessed by daemons (Plutarch). The words were averters of evil in general,
pregnant with cosmic meaning, ÊˆÓ·d Ê˘ÛÈÎeÓ âÌÂÚÈ¤¯Ô˘Û·<È> ÓÔÜÓ
àÏÂÍ›Î·ÎÔÓ (Pausanias; cf. Suda s.v. \AÊÚÈÎ·Óe˜ ï ™¤ÍÙÔ˜; esp. Menander,
¶·È‰›ÔÓ, 2, Meineke). They also secured victory to those pronouncing
them at critical junctures (Aelius Dionysius; and Apostolius VIII, 17
[Paroemiographi Graeci, II p. 429.15]). The magical force of the words is
emphasized by Photius Lexicon s.v.: ÊˆÓ·d àÓÙÈ¿ıÂÈ·Ó ÙÈÓ· Ê˘ÛÈÎcÓ
ö¯Ô˘Û·È. At face value the words were devoid of meaning (Macarius IV, 23
[Par. Gr. II p. 169.5]; Diogenianus in note ad II Par. Gr. p. 430). Some
attributed the invention of the Ephesian Letters to the Idaean Dactyls, thus
confirming their mysteric origin (Clemens, Stromateis I, 73, 1 p. 360 P).
The Idaean Dactyls were sorcerers (ÁﬁËÙÂ˜), according to an ancient
construal reported in the Epic Poem Phoronis, one of whom was precisely
called ¢·ÌÓ·ÌÂÓÂ‡˜ (v. Phoronis, Fr. 2, Fragmenta Epicοrum Graecorum,
ed. Bernabé, I p. 118).
There is an analogy between incantations of the nature of the Ephesian
Letters as interpreted in the ancient testimonies and Orphic poetry
according to the Derveni Commentator.
In Col. VII, the latter sets out to describe concisely the essential character of
original Orphism. The poetry is in hymnic form, it is a glorification (‰ÔÍÔÏÔÁ›· in the later sense) of divine entities: VII, 2: ≈]ÌÓÔÓ [ñÁ]ÈÉ Î·d
ıÂÌ[È]Ùa Ï¤ÁÔ[ÓÙ·]. (And cf. XXII, 11: öÛÙÈ ‰b Î·d âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ≈ÌÓÔÈ˜
Âå[ÚË]Ì¤ÓÔÓ). The contents are sound and religiously permissible (to be
spoken), ñÁÈÉ and ıÂÌÈÙ¿ - obviously, the point to be understood is that
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this is so, despite glaring appearances to the contrary. (Allegory is now in
full sway, correcting also the illicit mythological pictures concerning divine
existence). A justification is then required, and äÈÓ›˙Â]ÙÔ ÁaÚ [ÙFÉ]ι Ô‹ÛÂÈ
will do nicely (which is much to be preferred over the îÂÚÔ˘ÚÁÂÖ]ÙÔ adopted
by Tsantsanoglou, The First Columns of the Derveni Papyrus, pp. 95, 119
in A. Laks - G.W. Most (edd.) Studies on the Derveni Papyrus, 1997. The
available space between Ï¤ÁÔ[ÓÙ· and äÈÓ›˙Â]ÙÔ then can be aptly filled
with öË, as Tsantsanoglou suggests). In fact the text runs smoothly thus:
äÈÓ›˙Â]ÙÔ ÁaÚ [ÙÉ]È Ô‹ÛÂÈ, Î·d ÂåÂÖÓ Ôé¯ ÔxﬁÓ Ù[Â ÙcÓ ÙáÓ ç]ÓÔÌ¿ÙˆÓ
[Ê‡]ÛÈÓ Î·›ÙÔÈ ÚËı¤ÓÙ·Ø öÛÙÈ ‰b Í[¤ÓË ÙÈ˜ ì] ﬁËÛÈ˜ [Î]·d àÓıÚÒ[ÔÈ˜]
·åÓÈ[ÁÌ]·ÙÒ‰Ë˜. What is said in the sacred hymn is sound and religiously
sanctioned because it is spoken as a riddle, not to be understood at its face
value. Thus even though spoken (Î·›ÙÔÈ ÚËı¤ÓÙ·, sc. Ùa öË from above,
or Ùa çÓﬁÌ·Ù·), it is not possible to explain the natural potency (Ê‡ÛÈÓ),
the full significance, of the words involved (Ê‡ÛÈÓ again to be preferred to
Tsantsanoglou’s Ï‡ÛÈÓ, with A. Laks and G.W. Most, op.cit. p. 12, who
suggest full force as a rendering of Ê‡ÛÈÓ. §‡ÛÈ˜ çÓÔÌ¿ÙˆÓ is, at least,
harsh, as against Ï‡ÛÈ˜ àÔÚ›·˜, ÚÔ‚ÏËÌ¿ÙˆÓ and the like, which,
besides, are not early locutions). Even though spoken, the sacred sayings are
therefore unspoken. The poetry is unfamiliar and riddlesome for men (but
clear to superior beings, the ÎÚÂ›ÙÙÔÓ· Á¤ÓË). Not that Orpheus is
indulging in controversial puzzles regarding the meaning of words (âÚÈÛÙa
·åÓ›ÁÌ·Ù·); he only indicates through riddles great things (ÌÂÁ¿Ï·),
difficult to be appropriately conceived. The great things are, as the actual
Commentary proves in the end, fundamental facts of Nature, in effect a
piece of Ionizing Physiology, basic cosmogonical and cosmological
structures. This comes close to the ÊˆÓ·d Ê˘ÛÈÎeÓ âÌÂÚÈ¤¯Ô˘Û·È ÓÔÜÓ
(expressions involving cosmic meaning), the characterization employed in
relationship to the Ephesian Letters.
Orphic Poetry is in this way a ^IÂÚe˜ §ﬁÁÔ˜ through and through:
îÂÚ[ÔÏÔÁ]ÂÖÙ·È ÌbÓ ÔsÓ Î·d à[e ÙÔ]Ü ÚÒÙÔ˘ [àÂd] Ì¤¯ÚÈ Ôy
[ÙÂÏÂ]˘Ù·›Ô˘ Ú‹Ì·ÙÔ˜ (VII, 7-8). Thus it is that Orpheus utters his
renowned behest: profane, close the gates on your ears (ibid. 8-10). The
Commentator, sharing a profound Ionic experience, discovers in the
ultimate truth of reality the very sacredness of existence: divine and cosmic
order coincide, the World of Gods is the fundamental structure of being.
His criticism of Heracleitus in Col. IV consists precisely in that the
Ephesian does not carry the de-mythologization of the Logos to the very
end: ¬ÛÂÚ úÎÂÏ[· Ì˘ıÔ]ÏﬁÁˇˆ Ï¤ÁˆÓ [öÊË] (with Laks and Most, op.cit.
p. 11 n. 4)·
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≥ÏÈ[Ô˜ ëˆ˘]ÙÔÜ Î·Ùa Ê‡ÛÈÓ àÓıÚˆ[Ë˝Ô˘] ÂsÚÔ˜ Ô‰e˜ [âgÓ]
ÙÔf[˜ ÔûÚÔ˘]˜ Ôé¯ ñÂÚ‚¿ÏÏˆÓØ Âå Á¿[Ú ÙÈ Ôû]ÚÔ˘˜ ë[ˆ˘ÙÔÜ]
[â]Î[‚‹ÛÂÙ·]È, \EÚÈÓ‡Â[˜] ÓÈÓ âÍÂ˘Ú‹ÛÔ˘[ÛÈ ¢›ÎË˜ â›ÎÔ˘ÚÔÈ.
Tsantsanoglou op.cit. text p. 94, notes pp. 108-9 (following G.M.
Parassoglou-K. Tsantsanoglou, Heraclitus in the Derveni Papyrus, in A.
Brancacci et al. (ed.), Aristoxenica, Menandrea, Fragmenta Philosophica,
Studi e Testi per il corpus dei papiri filosofici greci e latini 3, 1988, pp. 13533; and followed by the Translators Laks-Most p. 11 and by Janko) edits Âå
Á¿[Ú ÙÈ Âû]ÚÔ˘˜ and Ô‰ﬁ˜ [âÛÙÈ], entertaining the preposterous notion
that it is the size of the Sun that cannot be transcended, as against the
universally confirmed ancient testimony that the limits of the Sun’s
movement (limits spatial and, therefore, temporal as well) cannot be
transgressed. The idea is not only absurd in itself but positively disprovable.
For in l. 10 (ñÂÚ]‚·ÙeÓ ÔÉÈ Î[) the Commentator is evidently
propounding an argument similar to the one in Col. VIII resting on the use
of hyperbaton in syntactical construals. In all probability the argument
must be that ëˆ˘ÙÔÜ Î·Ùa Ê‡ÛÈÓ does not relate to ≥ÏÈÔ˜ or ÂsÚÔ˜ and âÒÓ
but has its force carried forward to ÙÔf[˜ ÔûÚÔ˘]˜ and Ôé¯ ñÂÚ‚¿ÏÏˆÓ
correspondingly in the next line; thus the construction will be: ≥ÏÈÔ˜,
àÓıÚˆË˝Ô˘ ÂsÚÔ˜ Ô‰e˜ âÒÓ, ÙÔf˜ ¬ÚÔ˘˜ Î·Ùa Ê‡ÛÈÓ ëˆ˘ÙÔÜ Ôé¯ ñÂÚ‚¿ÏÏˆÓØ etc. So Ôû]ÚÔ˘˜ has obviously to be the reading in l. 8, and not the
naive Âû]ÚÔ˘˜. Even quite apart from the Commentator, ≥ÏÈÔ˜ ëˆ˘ÙÔÜ
Î·Ùa Ê‡ÛÈÓ ... âÛÙÈ is not Greek for “the Sun in itself according to its nature
is...” Tsantsanoglou’s notion (adopted by D. Sider, Heraclitus in the
Derveni Papyrus, in Laks and Most op.cit. p. 141) that the ñÂÚ‚·ÙﬁÓ on
line 10 refers to the transgression of the Sun is discreditable. From what
Sider, loc.cit., reports, Lebedev is certainly on the right track in taking
ñÂÚ‚·ÙﬁÓ in the standard grammatico-rhetorical sense, but the point at
hand is far more important than the elementary, ordinary and frequent
inversion of ÂsÚÔ˜ àÓıÚˆÂ›Ô˘ Ô‰ﬁ˜.
The point of the Commentator’s emphasis on a thoroughly naturalistic
allegorism of the Orphic poem without mythological undertones is
highlighted in a further comparison with Heracleitus and his attitude to
religious rites, observances and practices, especially of chthonic religion (to
which the cult of Eumenides belongs), of Mysteric religiosity and of vagrant
(and vagabond) religiosity (Ì¿ÁÔÈ, àÁ‡ÚÙÂ˜, ÁﬁËÙÂ˜, night-wanderers etc.).
B15 DK is an eminent example of that attitude: Âå Ìc ¢ÈÔÓ‡Ûˇˆ ÔÌcÓ
âÔÈÔÜÓÙÔ Î·d ≈ÌÓÂÔÓ ÷pÛÌ· ·å‰Ô›ÔÈÛÈÓ, àÓ·È‰¤ÛÙ·Ù· ÂúÚÁ·ÛÙ·È. The
ÏÂÁﬁÌÂÓ· and ‰ÚÒÌÂÓ· of Bacchic rites would be shameless behaviour if
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not done in honour of Dionysus and in celebration of the Organs of
Generation. For the Commentator, the naturalistic allegorising of the ritual
cannot stop at Dionysus, or the Furies: one has to go to the Pudenda and
the Sun, and then behind them, to the productive force in Nature and to
the very end of ontological analysis here, the collection of fiery particles. Of
course, Heracleitus did proceed to the natural foundations of the religious
sayings and doings: he knew for example, what the many did not fathom,
that is the true nature of gods and heroes (cf. B5 DK). But he did not carry
his naturalistic interpretation out systematically and in detail. He, like the
God in Delphi, often ÔûÙÂ Ï¤ÁÂÈ ÔûÙÂ ÎÚ‡ÙÂÈ àÏÏa ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ. Herein lies
the difference from a thorough reductionist like the Derveni Commentator.
And this is the gist of the latter’s criticism addressed to the Dark
philosopher. The Commentator would also restrict the allegory to sayings
and symbolic acts; antinomian immoralism was not part of Orphic ritual
anyway. In fact, the tendency was to substitute in preference for heavy
handed, gross ritual, simpler, symbolic, sacred performances and the highly
articulate Word.
However Orphic ritual did exist, of course, and of a chthonic type, as also
the first six apparently identifiable columns of the work prove. They
interpret opening, initiative sacred rites addressed to the Furies (\EÚÈÓ‡Â˜
occur in all six columns but the fifth as central subject, while in VI, 8-9 it is
explicitly stated that the Orphic initiates perform in all ritual acts a
preliminary sacrifice to the Eumenides in the Magian manner: Ì‡ÛÙ·È
EéÌÂÓ›ÛÈ ÚÔı‡Ô˘ÛÈ Î[·Ùa Ùa] ·éÙa Ì¿ÁÔÈ˜. The Magian sacrifice is done
essentially as a surrogate for punishment due; VI, 4-5: ÙcÓ ı˘Û[›·]Ó ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘
≤ÓÂÎÂ[Ó] [ÔÈÔÜÛ]È[Ó] Ôî Ì¿[ÁÔ]È, óÛÂÚÂd ÔÈÓcÓ àÔ‰È‰ﬁÓÙÂ˜. The idea
is of a ransom paid for the salvation of the soul. The soteriological
Eschatology of Orphism is manifest. The retribution exacted and
substituted is in atonement of an old delict, the primeval transgression that
caused the original Fall, Zagreus’ monstrous dismemberment; Pindar Fr.
133: ÔxÛÈ ‰b ºÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓ· ÔÈÓaÓ ·Ï·ÈÔÜ ¤ÓıÂÔ˜ / ‰¤ÍÂÙ·È etc. The
mighty Titans, perpetrators of that abomination were thunder-stricken by
Zeus; Man originated from their ashes. The event is alluded to in gold
Orphic lamellae, e.g. A2, 4-5 Zuntz (the soul is speaking after death in
front of Underworld powers):
ÔÈÓaÓ ‰’ àÓÙ·¤ÙÂÈÛ’ öÚÁˆÓ ≤ÓÂÎ’ ÔûÙÈ ‰ÈÎ·›ˆÓØ
ÂúÙÂ ÌÂ ÌÔÖÚ’ â‰¿Ì·ÛÛ’ ÂúÙ’ àÛÙÂÚÔÉÙÈ ÎÂÚ·˘Óˇá.
Empedocles Β124 refers to the same lamentable origination of humankind:
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J ﬁÔÈ, J ‰ÂÈÏeÓ ıÓËÙáÓ Á¤ÓÔ˜, J ‰˘Û¿ÓÔÏ‚ÔÓ,
ÙÔ›ˆÓ öÎ Ù’ âÚ›‰ˆÓ öÎ ÙÂ ÛÙÔÓ·¯áÓ âÁ¤ÓÂÛıÂ.
From such wretchedness the initiate is declared redeemed: ôÔÈÓÔ˜ ÁaÚ ï
Ì‡ÛÙË˜ (Κ. Tsantsanoglou op. cit. p. 114), in a gold leaf from Pherai.
Daemons of the Underworld also are present in the initial columns; III, 6:
‰]·›ÌÔÓÂ˜ Ôî Î¿Ùˆ[ıÂÓ; cf. V, 5. These awsome punitive beings, with the
Furies at their head, are considered as terrible Guardians of the Cosmic
Order; they have to be appeased (III, 6-9; IV, 4; 9; VI, 1-5; cf. V, 5). The
Eumenides are offered the ôÔÈÓÔÈ ¯ﬁÂ˜, water and milk without wine, and
also particular kinds of cakes (VI, 5-9); some bird (çÚÓ›ıÂÈÔÓ) is sacrificed
(VI, 10-11; II, 7).
So Orphic poetry is thoroughly embedded in religious ritual, even if,
uncharacteristically for the ancient experience, the word in this case
dominates the act. The similarity to the Persian Magi is striking (as has been
correctly observed, e.g. by Tsantsanoglou, op.cit. p. 111). Herodotus I, 132
reports that the Persian sacrificial ritual involves necessarily the singing by a
Magian of an incantation, which they maintain is really a Theogony: (after
the performance of the sacrifice, the roasting of the meat and the
preparation of the table - all utterly simple) Ì¿ÁÔ˜ àÓcÚ ·ÚÂÛÙÂg˜ â·Â›‰ÂÈ ıÂÔÁÔÓ›ËÓ, Ô¥ËÓ ‰c âÎÂÖÓÔÈ Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈ ÂrÓ·È ÙcÓ â·ÔÈ‰‹ÓØ ôÓÂ˘ ÁaÚ ‰c
Ì¿ÁÔ˘ Ôû ÛÊÈ ÓﬁÌÔ˜ âÛÙd ı˘Û›·˜ ÔÈ¤ÂÛı·È. Strabo XV, 732-3 concurs, but
he does not explain in what the â·ÔÈ‰‹ consisted. In fifth century welletablished Graeco-Persian contacts, the Magi claimed that their hymns
were really concerned with the origin of Gods. (Since a claim is involved,
the matter was not obvious, at least to fifth century Greek intellectuals.
Some sort of allegorical interpretation is thereby to be assumed). Since their
Gods were conceived as cosmic realities (Herodotus and Strabo mention
the Celestial Dome as Zeus, the Sun, Moon, Earth, Fire, Water and the
Winds - and Heavenly Aphrodite, whose worship according to Herodotus
was not indigenous), the theogony was equivalent to cosmogony and
cosmological structures. The non-existence of statues, temples, altars was
congruous to such non-anthropomorphism of the divinity (Herodotus I,
131). The naturalistic allegorising in the Greek World was bound to gain
additional momentum by those contacts. A relevant side effect may be
adduced in confirmation of the significance of this communication
between the Greek and the Persian worlds. The Magus, while singing the
incantations, keeps in his hand a bundle of rods (especially myrtle ones),
Strabo, XV, 733 (III p. 256, 16; 275.2 Kramer). The wand is of course a
primaeval sign of magical power and a staff of office (the shepherd’s crook
included). Significantly, it was also an early feature of the Epic reciter, the
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Ú·„ˇˆ‰ﬁ˜. Highly important is that the Pythagoreans also seem to have
assumed this symbol of Magian authority when expounding their halfmythological, half-scientific speculations, as is reported by Eudemus, Fr. 88
Wehrli: Âå ‰¤ ÙÈ˜ ÈÛÙÂ‡ÛÂÈÂ ÙÔÖ˜ ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÂ›ÔÈ˜, ..., ÎàÁg Ì˘ıÔÏÔÁ‹Ûˆ Ùe
Ú·‚‰›ÔÓ ö¯ˆÓ ñÌÖÓ Î·ıËÌ¤ÓÔÈ˜ Ô≈Ùˆ etc. Eudemus speaks of himself, in
mock solemnity, but probably actually imitates Pythagorean practice on the
occasion, brandishing his professorial staff as a magic wand.
Both the Commentator of the Papyrus and testimonies regarding the
Ephesian Letters connect Orphic lore and the purer Ephesian magic with
the Persian Magi and their practices. The Magians recognised in the
Ephesian Letters efficiency in curing daemonic possession; Plutarch,
Quaestionum Convivalium VII, 5, 4, 706D: œÛÂÚ ÁaÚ Ôî M¿ÁÔÈ ÙÔf˜
‰·ÈÌÔÓÈ˙ÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘˜ ÎÂÏÂ‡Ô˘ÛÈ Ùa \EÊ¤ÛÈ· ÁÚ¿ÌÌ·Ù· Úe˜ ·ñÙÔf˜ Î·Ù·Ï¤ÁÂÈÓ Î·d çÓÔÌ¿˙ÂÈÓ. Similarly the Derveni Commentator explains (VI, 2-3):
â[ˆÈ‰c ‰]b Ì¿ÁˆÓ ‰‡Ó[·]Ù·È ‰·›ÌÔÓ·˜ âÌÔ‰gÓ ÁÈ[ÓÔÌ¤ÓÔ˘]˜ ÌÂıÈÛÙ¿Ó·ÈØ ‰·›ÌÔÓÂ˜ âÌÔ[‰ÒÓ ÂåÛÈ] „[˘¯·d ÙÈÌˆ]ÚÔ› (rather than â¯ı]ÚÔ›). The
power enclosed in the Ephesian Letters is due to these words signifying
profoundly supreme natural realities; according to the Pythagorean
Androcydes these were, respectively, Light, Darkness, Earth, Year, Sun,
Harmony, corresponding to the series of magic Ephesian words (v. sub in.).
Significantly, the Sun’s mystic name is ¢·ÌÓ·ÌÂÓÂ‡˜, the All-Subduing (cf.
‰·Ì¿˙ˆ): just as it should be according to the solar theory of the
Commentator.
The Orphic ritual started with appropriate offerings to the Furies. The
Commentator interprets this as warding off daemonic influences, averting
interference by disembodied souls floating as spiritual breath in the air. The
aversion consists in paying a surrogate ransom for the aboriginal delict: it is
a redemptive salvation.
There followed a proper sacrifice to a God, very probably often to the Sun.
And the Orphic Theogony was then recited as in the Magian incantations.
Ιn a broader sense it is said also of the heat particles: âÍ zÓ ï ≥ÏÈÔ˜ Û˘ÓÂÛÙ¿ıË, ΧΧΙ, 9.
Damascius, who preserves the fragment, (De primis principiis 189, II 65,
14 Ruelle) adds “àe ÙÉ˜ ë·˘ÙÔÜ (sc. Phanes’) ôÎÚ·˜ ÎÔÚ˘ÊÉ˜’\. If this was
in fact specified in the Orphic text, it would involve the symbolism of
fructifying rain as tears (e.g. Zeus tears = rain, Clemens Alexandrinus,
Stromata V, 49, 3 = OF 33). The idea occurs in the famous Empedoclean
passage where a mixed (in the Aristotelian sense) identification is given of
the four basic roots of reality (B6), a paradigmatic case of naturalistic
mythology in philosophy. Water as principle of this liquid nature is
represented by NÉÛÙÈ˜ (at the side of Zeus, Hera and Hades), m ‰·ÎÚ‡ÔÈ˜
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Ù¤ÁÁÂÈ ÎÚÔ‡ÓˆÌ· ‚ÚﬁÙÂÈÔÓ. The ancient interpretations of the passage are
divided into two classes, the Theophrastean and the Stoic, according to
whether they identify Hera with Air or with the Earth (and
correspondingly Aidoneus with Earth or the Air). The former view is
represented by the Plutarchean Epitoma I, 3 (878A), the latter by Stobaeus,
Eclogae I, 10, 11b (121W). The Epicureans sided in this with the
Peripatetics; v. Philodemus, de pietate, 2 p. 63G in A33 (I p. 289.35). Both
accounts concur in the seminal acceptation of NÉÛÙÈ˜: ÓÉÛÙÈÓ ‰b Î·d ÎÚÔ‡ÓˆÌ· ‚ÚﬁÙÂÈÔÓ Ùe Û¤ÚÌ· Î·d Ùe ≈‰ˆÚ (sc. Ï¤ÁÂÈ) (Cf. Diels, Doxographi
Graeci, p. 90, n. 3). This understanding fits well with the precise force of
the Empedoclean expression: ÎÚÔ‡ÓˆÌ· ‚ÚﬁÙÂÈÔÓ is the (fountainhead of
the) stream of (human) mortality. Nestis’ tears supply the saps to this
stream: they constitute the generative semen.
NÉÛÙÈ˜ was actually a Sicilian Goddess: Alexis (of the Middle Comedy)
had mentioned her (Fr. 323, Poet. Com. Gr. II p. 191). It is thus natural
that Empedocles included her in the auguster company of great Panhellenic
divinities when establishing the divine aspect of the roots of existence
(ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù·). As to the sense of the divine name, it is easy to connect it with
ÓËÛÙÂ›·, ÓËÛÙÂ‡ˆ, ÓÉÛÙÈ˜ etc. in the ordinary sense of fasting, not eating,
abstaining, being hungry, starving (ÓË + ö‰ˆ); cf. Suda s.v. NÉÛÙÈ˜. (For a
characteristic employment of the word in this sense, v. B144: ÓËÛÙÂÜÛ·È
Î·ÎﬁÙËÙÔ˜). One may further correlate the name to the abstentions and
fastings characteristic of Cereal cults; the worship of Demeter and Kore was
very pronounced in Sicily. And we should rather expect for reasons of
symmetry a queen of the Underworld to complement Hades in the four
Empedoclean ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù·, in the way that Hera is conjugated to Zeus in the
superior realm. Demeter (as Earth Goddess) is associated to Poseidon (as
Water-God) in Thelpusa and Phigaleia of Arcadia (Pausanias VIII, 25, 5
sqq. and 42, 1, sqq.). In Sicily we find the reverse distribution of
characterising predicates, the male divinity (Hades) becoming Lord of
Earth and the female (Persephone) Mistress of Liquidity. But fasting
represents one aspect of the chthonic Cereal worship. And then why should
Empedocles connect such (an aspect of ) a divinity with water and the
principle of liquidity? A superficial, albeit ingenious, solution is to be found
in Hippolytus, Refutatio Omnium Haeresium, VII, 29, 5 (p. 211.1 sqq.
W), a passage incorporated in A33: ÌﬁÓÔÓ ÁaÚ ÙÔÜÙÔ ù¯ËÌ· ÙÚÔÊÉ˜
[·úÙÈÔÓ] ÁÈÓﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ÄÛÈ ÙÔÖ˜ ÙÚÂÊÔÌ¤ÓÔÈ˜, ·éÙe Î·ı’ ·ñÙe ÙÚ¤ÊÂÈÓ Ôé
‰˘Ó¿ÌÂÓÔÓ Ùa ÙÚÂÊﬁÌÂÓ·. Âå ÁaÚ öÙÚÂÊÂ, ÊËÛ›Ó, ÔéÎ ôÓ ÔÙÂ ÏÈÌˇá Î·ÙÂÏ‹ÊıË Ùa ˙ˇá·, ≈‰·ÙÔ˜ âÓ Ùˇá ÎﬁÛÌˇˆ ÏÂÔÓ¿˙ÔÓÙÔ˜ àÂ›. ‰Èa ÙÔÜÙÔ NÉÛÙÈÓ
Î·ÏÂÖ Ùe ≈‰ˆÚ, ¬ÙÈ ÙÚÔÊÉ˜ ·úÙÈÔÓ ÁÈÓﬁÌÂÓÔÓ ÙÚ¤ÊÂÈÓ ÔéÎ ÂéÙÔÓÂÖ Ùa ÙÚÂ-
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ÊﬁÌÂÓ·. That the watery principle is a vehicle for food is (as J. Bollack in
his Commentary ad loc., III pp. 174-7, aptly points out) an old discovery:
see the last aphorism in the Hippocratean tract ¶ÂÚd ÙÚÔÊÉ˜ is (LV): ñÁÚ·Û›Ë ÙÚÔÊÉ˜ ù¯ËÌ·. The elaboration of the idea is particularly associated
with Erasistratus (Plutarch, Quaest. Conv. VI, 3, 2, 690A; also, 698D). But
it seems extraordinarily artificial and far-fetched to accept such a privative
explanation for the reputedly characteristic identification of a Goddess of
Fasting with the Principle of Liquidity. All liquid (earthly water, rain,
blood) has the capacity to feed. In fact Empedocles (followed by
Democritus, Aristoteles and Theophrastus) held that fish are fed by
quantities of pure water interfused in the sea; A66 (I, p. 295.20-30). Water
is no mere neutral receptacle of different saps and their potencies; its taste
(when pure) is without flavour because it contains all kinds of saps
fragmented into particles imperceptible by reason of their smallness (A94).
We are informed about another forced explanation regarding the
Empedoclean NÉÛÙÈ˜. Probus, in his extensive commentary on Virgil’s
Bucolica VI, 31 gives the Stoic version of the four ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù· (pp. 332.25
sqq. Hagen in Appendix Servii Thiloniani); in this context Nestis’ construal
appears in the following way (p. 334.8): NÉÛÙÈ˜ aquam significat, quae
scilicet sincero habitu cuncta confirmet. Nam creditur id eundem habitum,
quem acceperit, servare (habitum, in place of the transmitted hominem, in
Keils and Thilo’s correction, adopted by Diels in Dox.Gr. p. 90, who also
(op.cit. p. 93 n. 1) understands the id (instead of ea sc. aqua) by interlanguage attraction to ÙÔÜÙÔ sc. ≈‰ˆÚ). The sense is that liquidity consists
in assuming and preserving whatever shape the liquid is put into; the
watery nature is true to the shape received (sincero habitu), in this way
confirming without alteration the shape of things which she is in or which
are in her. (Bollack, op.cit., p. 181 n. 1, curiously fails to understand this
point). Maybe there is an underlying etymology *ÓË + ¥ÛÙ·Ì·È, that which
stays in its (received) shape, with the *ÓË epitatic like (in a contrary
manner) Ó‹¯˘ÙÔÓ ≈‰ˆÚ; cf. Etymologicum Magnum s.v. νη. (It could easily
be the other way round with the privative *ÓË, but the explanation does
not equally well suit it). Probus’ passage probably stems from Heracleon (v.
p. 334.29), the Grammarian (cf. Diels op.cit. p. 93 n. 2).
Both previous explanations are obvious a posteriori attempts to account for
the Empedoclean point. Simplicius must then be right in connecting
NÉÛÙÈ˜ to Ó¿ˆ, ÓÄÌ·, flow. (B96, p. 346.3-5: ÓÉÛÙÈÓ ÌbÓ ‰Èa Ùe ñÁÚeÓ
àe ÙÔÜ Ó¿ÂÈÓ and ÚÂÖÓ). She corresponds to the N·˚¿‰Â˜, NË˝‰Â˜
Nymphs, to Zeus N¿˚Ô˜ and ¢ÈÒÓË N·˝· in Dodona; cf. v. Wilamowitz
Euripides Herakles ad 625 (III p. 139). It is noticeable that in Virgil’s
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Bucolica, VI, 20 Aegle is the most beautiful of the Naiads, while ·úÁÏË
(brilliance) is attributed to NÉÛÙÈ˜ in B 97.2. We have to assume that there
was a major Sicilian Goddess of Liquidity, preferably conjugated, under at
least one of her aspects, to the Lord of the Underworld in the manner of the
Dodonean couple; or, rather that NÉÛÙÈ˜ was a divine Epitheton of
Persephone, in Acragas preferably, the very home and fief of Persephone
(Pindar, Pythion. XII, 2 (Acragas) ºÂÚÛÂÊﬁÓ·˜ ≤‰Ô˜).
Significantly, we meet in Empedocles the Orphic association between
(fructifying) rain, (divine) tears and semen as pertaining to the watery
Principle of Liquidity. This elemental water is ùÌ‚ÚÔ˜ in B 21.5; 73; 98;
100.12 and 18.
[In connection with the physical interpretation of the divine names for the
four Empedoclean existential roots (ÚÈ˙ÒÌ·Ù·), Kingsley’s brave
endeavour, useful as it is and important in a number of significant ways,
leads to an idiosyncratic account, far removed from the philosopher’s
meaning and its natural context. (P. Kingsley, Ancient Philosophy, Mystery
and Magic - Empedocles and Pythagorean Tradition, 1995)].
8. Cf. the relevant Democritean doctrine; B164: Î·d ÁaÚ ˙ˇá·, ÊËÛ›Ó (sc.
Democritus), ïÌÔÁÂÓ¤ÛÈ ˙ˇÒÔÈ˜ Û˘Ó·ÁÂÏ¿˙ÂÙ·È ó˜ ÂÚÈÛÙÂÚ·d ÂÚÈÛÙÂÚ·Ö˜
Î·d Á¤Ú·ÓÔÈ ÁÂÚ¿ÓÔÈ˜ Î·d âd ÙáÓ ôÏÏˆÓ àÏﬁÁˆÓ óÛ·‡Ùˆ˜. <S˜> ‰b Î·d
âd ÙáÓ à„‡¯ˆÓ, Î·ı¿ÂÚ ïÚÄÓ ¿ÚÂÛÙÈÓ â› ÙÂ ÙáÓ ÎÔÛÎÈÓÂ˘ÔÌ¤ÓˆÓ
ÛÂÚÌ¿ÙˆÓ Î·d âd ÙáÓ ·Úa Ù·Ö˜ Î˘Ì·ÙˆÁ·Ö˜ „ËÊ›‰ˆÓØ ¬Ô˘ ÌbÓ ÁaÚ
Î·Ùa ÙeÓ ÙÔÜ ÎÔÛÎ›ÓÔ˘ ‰ÖÓÔÓ ‰È·ÎÚÈÙÈÎá˜ Ê·ÎÔd ÌÂÙa Ê·ÎáÓ Ù¿ÛÛÔÓÙ·È
Î·d ÎÚÈı·d ÌÂÙa ÎÚÈıáÓ Î·d ˘ÚÔd ÌÂÙa ˘ÚáÓ, ¬Ô˘ ‰b Î·Ùa ÙcÓ ÙÔÜ
Î‡Ì·ÙÔ˜ Î›ÓËÛÈÓ ·î ÌbÓ âÈÌ‹ÎÂÈ˜ „ËÊÖ‰Â˜ Âå˜ ÙeÓ ·éÙeÓ ÙﬁÔÓ ÙÔÖ˜ âÈÌËÎ¤ÛÈÓ èıÔÜÓÙ·È, ·î ‰b ÂÚÈÊÂÚÂÖ˜ Ù·Ö˜ ÂÚÈÊÂÚ¤ÛÈÓ ó˜ iÓ Û˘Ó·ÁˆÁﬁÓ
ÙÈ â¯Ô‡ÛË˜ ÙáÓ Ú·ÁÌ¿ÙˆÓ ÙÉ˜ âÓ ÙÔ‡ÙÔÈ˜ ïÌÔÈﬁÙËÙÔ˜. Cf. A128.
Movement has the capacity to cause a gathering together of the distinct
similarities in things (of collocating similar with similar in return natura).
9. For the Air, v. XIX, 3-4: ¿ÓÙ·{˜?} (or ¿ÓÙˆÓ as in Laks and Most op.cit.,
p. 18 n. 51) ÁaÚ ï àcÚ âÈÎÚ·ÙÂÖ ÙÔÛÔÜÙÔÓ ¬ÛÔÓ ‚Ô‡ÏÂÙ·È. For the Sun, v.
V, 5-10, supra. Cf. also XII, 8 sqq. (XVI p. 16): Ùe ‰b “·éÙe˜ ‰b ôÚ·
ÌÔÜÓÔ˜ öÁÂÓÙÔ”, ÙÔÜÙÔ ‰b Ï¤ÁˆÓ ‰ËÏÔÖ ·éÙeÓ ÙeÓ NÔÜÓ (identical with
KÚﬁÓÔ˜ and thus virtually, in enhanced aspectual identification, with the
Sun) ¿ÓÙˆÓ ôÍÈÔÓ ÂrÓ·È ÌﬁÓÔÓ âﬁÓÙ· óÛÂÚÂd ÌË‰bÓ ÙpÏÏ· ÂúË. The
Sun-Cronos is worth everything, as if everything else were nothing, because
he creates them in their specificity, causes their specific existence as formed
substances with a dominant character of homogeneity. This is again a
conscious Û˘ÓÔÈÎÂ›ˆÛÈ˜ with the Heracleitean maxim (v. supra).
10. The translation in Laks and Most op. cit. p. 14 is entirely wrong and
completely misses the point: “But proclaiming the Oracle and preventing
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harm have the same meaning” etc. Correctly Janko: “ ‘Prophesy’ means the
same as ‘suffice’ ”.
Associating oracular divination so intimately with divine availing to man (a
counterpart to the identification in the commentary of Necessity with
Providence) may be a resonance of the general Prodicean view that men
considered as Gods things that are eminently and powerfully beneficial:
Sextus Empiricus, adv. Math. IX 18; Cicero de natura deorum I, 118; cf.
Themistius Orat. XXX, 349b and esp. Epiphanius, adv. Haer. III, 21. The
healthy pragmatism of the ancient Greek mind is everywhere at work.
XV, 3-5 is commentary on the verse “OéÚ·ÓeÓ EéÊÚÔÓ›‰ËÓ, n˜ ÚÒÙÈÛÙÔ˜
‚·Û›ÏÂ˘ÛÂÓ” (XIV, 6) which immediately precedes (XV, 5) the verse “âÎ
ÙÔÜ ‰c KÚﬁÓÔ˜ [·]sÙÈ˜, öÂÈÙ· ‰b ÌËÙ›ÂÙ· ZÂ‡˜ (XV, 6). Hence, XI, 3-5
may fittingly be taken to explain the origin of the first couple (and the first
copulation) of Heaven and Earth.
The word has an incontestable Orphic pedigree. Thus it is emphasised, and
seminally allegorized, in the papyrus (Col. XXI, 1-7). V. supra pp. 126-7.
The series of planets presupposed in the above account (Theo Smyrnaeus
pp. 138.9-143.6; 187.13-188.7) is the so-called Chaldaean one, with the
Sun occupying the middle position: Earth (at the centre) - Moon - Mercury
- Venus - Sun - Mars - Jupiter - Saturn. But this is the later Pythagorean
conception. (Not as late, though, as is usually assumed; cf. e.g. Fr. Cumont,
La Théologie Solaire du Paganisme Romain, in Académie des Inscriptions
et Belles-Lettres, XII, 2e partie, p. 471. For it was utilised by Archimedes, at
least; Macrobius, Comm. in Somnium Scipionis, I, 19, 2, where the
mention of Archimedes is not an error as he is also later associated with the
Chaldaean order in connection with his measurements of the planetary
distances, II, 3, 13; cf. 14. Archimedes had constructed the famous
Planetarium (an elaborate astronomical model of the cosmic globe), which
Marcellus carried to Rome after the capture of Syracuse, and deposited it in
the Templum Virtutis; Cicero, De Republ. I, 21 sq. Archimedes described
the structure of the model in his ¶ÂÚd ™Ê·ÈÚÔÔÈ˝·˜). If so, Hipparchus
followed Archimedes. In any case, the earlier, standard Greek order put the
Sun immediately after the Moon in the increasing order of distance from
the centre (v. Plato, Timaeus, 38D; cf. Republic, 616E sqq.; Epinomis,
986A-987C; and so Eratosthenes, in Theo p. 142.7 sqq.). There were
originally views that located the Sun on top of the series, followed, in
decreasing order, by the Moon, the starry heaven, the planets
(Anaximander, the atomist Metrodorus of Chios, the scholar Crates;
12A18 DK). Parmenides proposed the sequence: solid celestial wall (28A
37 DK I p. 224.5, probably identified with the mythological Olympus cf.
B11.2-3) - Evening Star = Morning Star - Sun - Fixed Stars = Heaven (28 A
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40a). The supremest position for the Sun was adopted by Leucippus with
simultaneously lowest place reserved for the Moon, 67A1 §33. The classical
orthodoxy would however closely associate Sun and Moon, an idea that was
ascribed to Anaxagoras by Eudemus (59A75 ≈ Eudemus Fr. 147 Wehrli).
Democritus, however, exhibits the order: fixed stars - planets - Sun - the
Light Bringer = the Morning Star - Moon (68A86).
Clearly, a significant revolution has occurred at some point in the ideas
about cosmic structure of the universe, pushing the Sun towards the lower
end of the celestial hierarchy in terms of distance from the earth. A general
breakthrough was due to the Pythagorean doctrine of dualism, propounded
as a universal key, the opener of the secrets of existence. Pythagoras was
accredited with the fundamental construal of the world as ÎﬁÛÌÔ˜, an
ornament, a well-ordered pattern; 14A21. The idea was ab initio of a
constitutive cosmic harmony. The image of the Cosmos as a gigantic lyre
on which the harmony was played that sustained the existence of the world,
was a natural image for the fundamental dogma. As we shall see, the solar
rays were the ÏÉÎÙÚÔÓ making the cosmic lyre to sound its universal
harmony. The distances from the central point (and corresponding
velocities) of the celestial bodies were in the proportions required for the
constitution of a wonderful symphony of the spheres (58B35). The close
conjunction of Sun and Moon in this cosmic order (which was accredited
to Anaxagoras according to Eudemus, as was seen above) was probably a
vision of original Pythagoreanism: one of the oral teachings (àÎÔ‡ÛÌ·Ù·),
which bear on their face the stamp of olden times, held that the Islands of
the Blessed were precisely the two grand celestial luminaries (58C4 §82 DK
I p. 464.6). The entire planetary order was established systematically first by
the early Pythagoreans, as Eudemus maintained (12A19 = Eudemus Fr.
146 Wehrli; to Anaximander he attributed the initial discovery of the
distances and magnitudes of the two chief luminaries, ibid.). Aristotle
detailed in his work on Pythagorean Doctrine (¶ÂÚd ÙÉ˜ ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÈÎáÓ
‰ﬁÍË˜ or ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÈÎ·d ‰ﬁÍ·È or ¶ÂÚd ÙáÓ ¶˘ı·ÁÔÚÂ›ˆÓ) the School’s
ordering of the numbers in the World as constitutive of the heavenly bodies
(58B35 DK I p. 461.10 sqq.; cf. V. Rose, Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus, Fr.
187, pp. 206-7). The series run thus (starting from the innermost focal
point): central fire, antichthon (the Counter-Earth), Earth, Moon, Sun, the
five Planets (in the more ancient order Aphrodite, Mercury, Mars, Juppiter,
Saturn), the Starry Heaven (58B 37). Aristotle attributes the view to the
Italiot philosophers (which he generally identifies with the Pythagoreans);
de caelo, 293a20 sqq.; 293b1 sqq. The doxographic tradition ascribes the
idea to Philolaus specifically (44A16; 17). But early (= preclassical)
Pythagorean doctrine must have posited fire at the central point of the
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universe (and not of the Earth, recognizing no subterranean Hades),
whence the ordering of infinity started (Cf. Ch. 12, infra, pp. 178-9, with
notes). The vital, creative force, the organizing, leading principle of the
world, is that inner fire at the centre of the Universe (58B37 DK I p. 462.1
sqq.; 44A17 DK I p. 403.31 sqq.). Aristotle criticised that view, also,
because it confounds the geometrical central point of a physical body with
the central focus of its functional, organic existence; as in an animal, even in
man as living being, one thing is his middle geometrical point (say at
navel), another his vital centre (his heart); de caelo, 293b4-15. Organic
centricity and spatial middleness do not necessarily coincide.
15. For the late Orphic Theocracy as reported and developed in Macrobius, v.
OF.236-239; 242. Zeus = Helios = Apollo = Dionysus = Phanes = Hades =
Serapis. It is significant that all equivalences revolve around solarity as the
focal point and basic essence. The treatise on solar theocracy is to be found
in Macrobius, Saturnalia, I, 17, 1 - 23, 22. On this important text, and its
Porphyrian provenance, v. Franz Altheim, Aus Spätantike und
Christentum, 1951, first part: Porphyrios Schrift über den Sonnengott pp.
1-58 and the text in Anhang I, pp. 138-152.
16. The Derveni theory of cosmic elements seems to be more Atomistic than
Anaxagorean in its molecular conception of substance as has been
expounded above. The multitude of qualitatively distinct forms of being
exist as minute particles, either dispersed or coacervated in coglomerations
involving particles of different kinds, constituting things characterised by
the form of the dominant group of particles. It can be supposed that the
elementary particles possess qualities irreducible to quantitative properties.
In this sense the Derveni particles are a cross between Anaxagorean
homoiomeries (each part of which, however small, contains seeds of all
forms with the homoiomeric character-seeds prevailing) and Atomistic
indivisibles. The Derveni particles would presumably be like the
Empedoclean elements before (or of ) elements. FV31A43, esp. Diels,
Doxographi Graeci p. 315.23: \EÌÂ‰ÔÎÏÉ˜ Î·d •ÂÓÔÎÚ¿ÙË˜ âÎ ÌÈÎÚÔÙ¤ÚˆÓ ùÁÎˆÓ Ùa ÛÙÔÈ¯ÂÖ· Û˘ÁÎÚ›ÓÂÈ, ±ÂÚ âÛÙdÓ âÏ¿¯ÈÛÙ· Î·d ÔîÔÓÂd ÛÙÔÈ¯ÂÖ· ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ; p. 312.2: \EÌÂ‰ÔÎÏÉ˜ öÊË Úe ÙáÓ ÙÂÙÙ¿ÚˆÓ ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ ıÚ·‡ÛÌ·Ù· âÏ¿¯ÈÛÙ·, ÔîÔÓÂd ÛÙÔÈ¯ÂÖ· Úe ÙáÓ ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ ïÌÔÈÔÌÂÚÉ; Galen in Hippocr. de nat. hom. XV 49 Kuehn = CMG V 9, 1 p. 27,
24: ÎàÎÂÖÓÔ˜ ÁaÚ (sc. Empedocles) âÎ ÌbÓ ÙáÓ ·éÙáÓ ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ, zÓ Î·d
^IÔÎÚ¿ÙË˜, ÁÂÁÔÓ¤Ó·È ÊËÛÈÓ ìÌÄ˜ ÙÂ Î·d Ùa ôÏÏ· ÛÒÌ·Ù· ¿ÓÙ· Ùa
ÂÚd ÙcÓ ÁÉÓ, Ôé ÌcÓ ÎÂÎÚ·Ì¤ÓˆÓ ÁÂ ‰È’ àÏÏ‹ÏˆÓ, àÏÏa Î·Ùa ÌÈÎÚa
ÌﬁÚÈ· ·Ú·ÎÂÈÌ¤ÓˆÓ ÙÂ Î·d „·˘ﬁÓÙˆÓ (cf. IV 762: Î·Ùa ÛÌÈÎÚa ÌﬁÚÈ·
Î·Ù·ıÚ·˘ÔÌ¤ÓˆÓ). Some doxographers involved Anaxagoras also in this
atomistic conception, 31A44: \EÌÂ‰ÔÎÏÉ˜, \AÓ·Í·ÁﬁÚ·˜, ¢ËÌﬁÎÚÈÙÔ˜,
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\E›ÎÔ˘ÚÔ˜ Î·d ¿ÓÙÂ˜ ¬ÛÔÈ Î·Ùa Û˘Ó·ıÚÔÈÛÌeÓ ÙáÓ ÏÂÙÔÌÂÚáÓ ÛˆÌ¿ÙˆÓ ÎÔÛÌÔÔÈÔÜÛÈ, Û˘ÁÎÚ›ÛÂÈ˜ ÌbÓ Î·d ‰È·ÎÚ›ÛÂÈ˜ ÂåÛ¿ÁÔ˘ÛÈ, ÁÂÓ¤ÛÂÈ˜ ‰b
Î·d ÊıÔÚa˜ Ôé Î˘Ú›ˆ˜Ø Ôé ÁaÚ Î·Ùa Ùe ÔÈeÓ âÍ àÏÏÔÈÒÛÂˆ˜, Î·Ùa ‰b Ùe
ÔÛeÓ âÎ Û˘Ó·ıÚÔÈÛÌÔÜ Ù·‡Ù·˜ Á›ÓÂÛı·È. To the standard objection,
namely, what makes these particles minimals although space-continuum
can be divided ad infinitum, the early answer was either affirmation of
indivisibility (according to the inner logic and tendency of Atomism) or
undividedness, which Aristotle thinks is implied by Empedocles, 31A43a:
Âå ‰b ÛÙ‹ÛÂÙ·È ì ‰È¿Ï˘ÛÈ˜, õÙÔÈ ôÙÔÌÔÓ öÛÙ·È Ùe ÛáÌ· âÓ z
ˇ ¥ÛÙ·Ù·È j
‰È·ÈÚÂÙeÓ Ì¤Ó, Ôé Ì¤ÓÙÔÈ ‰È·ÈÚÂıËÛﬁÌÂÓÔÓ Ôé‰¤ÔÙÂ, Î·ı¿ÂÚ \EÌÂ‰ÔÎÏÉ˜ ‚Ô‡ÏÂÙ·È Ï¤ÁˆÓ. (Cf. B159 Ùe ÛˆÚÂ˘ﬁÌÂÓÔÓ Ì¤ÁÂıÔ˜ ÙáÓ
ÛÙÔÈ¯Â›ˆÓ). Notice however Aristotle’s formulation: ‚Ô‡ÏÂÙ·È Ï¤ÁˆÓ. It is
the logic of the Empedoclean position that leads there rather than an
explicit statement and articulation of the implied view. For the problem of
minimal particles and related questions, v. A.L. Pierris, First Principles and
the Beginning of World-Formation in Stoicism, in K. Boudouris,
Hellenistic Philosophy, 1994, vol. II p. 149-176, Excursus II On the
Cohesion of Being and on the Existence of Non-Being esp. pp. 166-170.
Add that according to some doxographical interpretations even Heracleitus
postulated such tiny motes or scrapings, chips (if indeed the entry is not a
misnomer for Heracleides), Diels, Dox. Gr. p. 312.6: ^HÚ¿ÎÏÂÈÙÔ˜ Úe
ÙÔÜ ëÓe˜ ‰ÔÎÂÖ ÙÈÛÈ „‹ÁÌ·Ù· (or „ËÁÌ¿ÙÈ· ÙÈÓ· âÏ¿¯ÈÛÙ· Î·d àÌÂÚÉ)
Î·Ù·ÏÂ›ÂÈÓ. That the ascription was upheld by some few scholars only
(‰ÔÎÂÖ ÙÈÛÈÓ) and the fact that the view was inscribed within a general
monistic theory of ultimate reality (Úe ÙÔÜ ëÓﬁ˜), tend to confirm that, in
fact, Heracleitus is meant here. In any case the theory was developed by
Heracleides Ponticus Frs. 118-121, esp. 121: ^HÚ·ÎÏÂ›‰Ë˜ ıÚ·‡ÛÌ·Ù· (sc.
Ùa âÏ¿¯ÈÛÙ· óÚ›˙ÂÙÔ). But his àÌÂÚÉ (ôÓ·ÚÌÔÈ ùÁÎÔÈ) were not
homoiomeries of the things composed out of them (Fr. 120) ed. Fr. Wehrli.
The theory of corpuscules with no internal interstices and joints that were,
thus, actually and physically indivisible, was taken up and elaborated in the
context of Hellenistic medicine by the physician Asclepiades from Bithynia;
cf. J.T. Vallance, The lost Theory of Asclepiades of Bithynia, 1990, esp. pp.
7-43. It is significant that the Derveni doctrine as circumscribed coincides
with Archelaus’ view on the matter, A10 (Augustinus): Anaxagorae successit
auditor eius Archelaus. etiam ipse de particulis inter se similibus (i.e. ïÌÔÈÔÌ¤ÚÂÈ·È) quibus singula quaequae fierent ita putavit constare omnia, ut
inesse etiam mentem diceret, quae corpora aeterna, id est illas particulas,
coniungendo et dissipando ageret omnia. And more specifically, Sidonius
Apollinaris, XV, 94-6:
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post hos Archeleos (with Diels, for the transmitted Arcesilas)
divina mente paratam
conicit hanc molem, confectam partibus illis
quas atomos vocat ipse leves (i.e. aerial atoms).

The Archelaean provenance of the Derveni Commentary seems well
testified.
17. The fragment is quoted by an anonymous commentary on Aratus
(Petavius, Uranol. p. 274A); its Sophoclean authorship has been
questioned: cf. e.g. Nauck2 loc.cit. It is more likely Euripidean.
18. This is the case in early Orphism. In the Rhapsodies there is more
complication in the First Principles, but the original experience of the first
rising of Light out of primordial Darkness is well articulated, OF 65-67;
72-75. V. OF 2 from Euripides’ Hypsipyle (performed in 409 BC) where,
despite the broken and incomplete state of the text, the initial doctrine
seems to be clearly indicated;
<t> ﬁÙÓÈ· ıÂáÓ
<Ê>¿Ô˜ ôÛÎÔÔÓ <...>
<·åı>¤ÚÈ ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ <˜? Ó?...>
<...òE>Úˆ˜ ¬ÙÂ N<‡Í?...>
There is N‡Í, and ¶ÚˆÙﬁÁÔÓÔ˜ = òEÚˆ˜ and his radiance (Ê¿Ô˜ ôÛÎÔÔÓ) in the vast aetherial realm. òAÛÎÔÔÓ Ê¿Ô˜ is light mysterious,
incomprehensible, diffused, without a recognizable focal point of origin:
this is exactly the situation described in the verses OF 86 mentioned above.
The precedence of Night over Light is well illustrated in the Derveni text,
XI, 1-4: [...] ÙÉ˜ N˘ÎÙﬁ˜. âÍ à‰‡ÙÔÈÔ ‰’ ·éÙcÓ Ï¤ÁÂÈ ¯ÚÉÛ·È ÁÓÒÌËÓ ÔÈÔ‡ÌÂÓÔ˜ ô‰˘ÙÔÓ ÂrÓ·È Ùe ‚¿ıÔ˜ ÙÉ˜ N˘ÎÙﬁ˜. Ôé ÁaÚ ‰‡ÓÂÈ œÛÂÚ Ùe Êá˜,
àÏÏ¿ ÓÈÓ âÓ Ùˇá ·éÙˇá Ì¤ÓÔÓ ·éÁc Î·Ù·Ï·Ì‚¿ÓÂÈ. Night and its ineffable
abysmal depth is the Ur-reality. Light comes and goes, illuminates by its
presence and leaves the fundamental entity in its inherent quality when it
departs. That daylight presupposes the darkness of the night from which it
is borne is common experience among Greek as among other ancient
peoples. Cf. Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 279; 264-5; Sophocles, Trachiniae,
94-6, and, ultimately, Hesiod, Theogonia, 124-5.
19. In this doxography (31A58) the impetus is ascribed to the Sun, but the
archetypal Sun (àÚ¯¤Ù˘Ô˜ ≠HÏÈÔ˜) is meant, i.e. Fire coacervated into its
own hemisphere: ÜÚ kÓ âÓ Ùˇá ëÙ¤Úˇˆ ìÌÈÛÊ·ÈÚ›ˇˆ ÙÔÜ KﬁÛÌÔ˘, ÂÏËÚˆÎe˜ Ùe ìÌÈÛÊ·›ÚÔÓ, ·åÂd Î·Ù’ àÓÙÈÎÚf ÙFÉ àÓÙ·˘ÁÂ›÷· ë·˘ÙÔÜ (= Ùˇá Ê·ÈÓÔÌ¤Óˇˆ ^HÏ›ˇˆ) ÙÂÙ·ÁÌ¤ÓÔÓ (Α56).
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20. Scythinos’ affinity to Heracleitean thought was noticed in antiquity,
Hieronymus claimed that he endeavoured to express poetically Heracleitus’
theory; 22A1 DK I p.142.32-34 = Fr. 46 Wehrli.
21. The idea of striking the parts of the World as the strings of a lyre in
effecting the cosmic harmony is further utilized explicitly by Cornutus,
Theologia Graeca, XXXII, p. 67.17 sqq. Lang: ÌÔ˘ÛÈÎe˜ ‰b Î·d ÎÈı·ÚÈÛÙc˜
·ÚÂÈÛÉÎÙ·È (sc. Apollo) Ùˇá ÎÚÔ‡ÂÈÓ âÓ·ÚÌÔÓ›ˆ˜ ÄÓ Ì¤ÚÔ˜ ÙÔÜ ÎﬁÛÌÔ˘
Î·d Û˘Óˇˆ‰eÓ ·éÙe ÄÛÈ ÙÔÖ˜ ôÏÏÔÈ˜ Ì¤ÚÂÛÈ ÔÈÂÖÓ, ÌË‰ÂÌÈÄ˜ ·éÙáÓ âÎÌÂÏÂ›·˜ âÓ ÙÔÖ˜ ÔsÛÈ ıÂˆÚÔ˘Ì¤ÓË˜, etc. It is revealing that the Scythinian
image was employed by Cleanthes, the Stoic who postulated solar
hegemony in the formed World; SVF I 502: ÔéÎ àÓ¤ÁÓˆÛ·Ó ‰’ ÔyÙÔÈ KÏÂ¿ÓıËÓ ÙeÓ ÊÈÏﬁÛÔÊÔÓ, n˜ ôÓÙÈÎÚ˘˜ ÏÉÎÙÚÔÓ ÙeÓ ≠HÏÈÔÓ Î·ÏÂÖØ âÓ ÁaÚ
Ù·Ö˜ àÓ·ÙÔÏ·Ö˜, âÚÂ›‰ˆÓ Ùa˜ ·éÁ¿˜, ÔxÔÓ Ï‹ÛÛˆÓ ÙeÓ ÎﬁÛÌÔÓ Âå˜ ÙcÓ
âÓ·ÚÌﬁÓÈÔÓ ÔÚÂ›·Ó Ùe Êá˜ ôÁÂÈ. Solar rays consist of fire transmitted,
according to Empedocles, and it is this fire permeating the air which, upon
appropriate conditions, striking the resisting air, manifests itself as lightning
(31 A63 DK).
It is significant that, according to Anaxagoras, the Sun, by its light rays and
thermal radiation, causes the aerial molecules, and everything contained in
the air, to move in a jerky, vibratory, leapwising manner (59A 74; Î›ÓËÛÈÓ
ÙÚÔÌÒ‰Ë Î·d ·ÏÌÔf˜ ö¯Ô˘Û·Ó). This is similar to the jumping agitation
in which the corpuscules of things are found as they float in the air, and
which mixes them up and, thus, generates the various existents, according
to the Derveni Commentator. He, in fact, highlights the point by
employing in the description of that irritation a term, ıﬁÚÓ˘ÌÈ, ıÚˇÒÛÎˆ,
signifying both jumping and mating. V. col. XXI 1-10; cf. XVII 8-9. This
jerky motion is what constitutes the «striking one with another» (ÎÚÔ‡ÂÛı·È Úe˜ ôÏÏËÏ·) of the various particles of varied being, as a result of
solar action (XIV.2-4). The Derveni Commentator belongs no doubt to the
School (or rather, circle) of Anaxagoras; he must be, in fact, one of his
immediate successors.
22. There is harmless, systematic ambiguity in Cleanthes’ conception of
Godhead as is reported in the sources. God is (a) the World, (b) the Spirit
permeating the material substance of the World, (c) the Soul and Mind of
the World (= the Sun), (d) the celestial Aether, as collection of the
quintessential sublimation of fire (vide I 530-4).
23. The tetralogy was probably performed in 484 BC. Then Aeschylus won his
first victory (Marmor Parium, ep. 50; the chronology of the Marmor is one
year too high). It is very likely that this was achieved through the Lycurgeia;
vide T69 in Radt, op.cit. p. 54: ÙÔ‡ÙÔ˘ (sc. Aeschylus) ‰Èa ÙáÓ ^H‰ˆÓáÓ
(i.e. the first play of the tetralogy) Âé‰ÔÎÈÌ‹Û·ÓÙÔ˜.
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24. When at the end of the narrative in the relative passage the author refers to
Aeschylus, the formulation shows that the report in its entirety is meant to
be so ascribed: ¬ıÂÓ ï ¢ÈﬁÓ˘ÛÔ˜ çÚÁÈÛıÂd˜ ·éÙˇá (sc. Orpheus) öÂÌ„Â Ùa˜
B·ÛÛ¿Ú·˜, œ˜ ÊËÛÈÓ AåÛ¯‡ÏÔ˜ ï ÙáÓ ÙÚ·Áˇˆ‰ÈáÓ ÔÈËÙ‹˜, etc.
Aeschylus dramatised not only the fact of Dionysus’ wrath against
Orpheus and the resulting punishment, but also the reason (¬ıÂÓ) for that
wrath and its consequence.
25. Cf. P.-W. R.E. (Ziegler) s.v. Orpheus columns 1228 sqq. for a convincing
presentation of the evidence.
26. Heracleitus goes on to allegorise the Homeric picture of Apollo as implying
the same solar identity; op.cit. 7, 3 - 8, 5.
27. Crates, also, invoked the identity Sun = Apollo in his exegesis of Homer,
Ilias, Σ 239-40; v. Scholia A ad loc. (IV p. 478 Erbse).
28. Apollo Smintheus was especially worshipped in the Troad. Already in
Homer he is invoked by Chryses, the priest of Apollo, Ilias, A, 37-39:
ÎÏÜı› ÌÂ˘, àÚÁ˘ÚﬁÙÔÍ’, n˜ XÚ‡ÛËÓ àÌÊÈ‚¤‚ËÎ·˜
K›ÏÏ·Ó ÙÂ ˙·ı¤ËÓ, TÂÓ¤‰ÔÈﬁ ÙÂ rÊÈ àÓ¿ÛÛÂÈ˜,
™ÌÈÓıÂÜØ
V. Strabo, XIII, 604 (two sanctuaries in Tenedos and Chryse; various
locations called Sminthia); cf. p. 612; v. p. 618. V. also Pausanias, X 12, 5-6;
Ammianus Marcellinus, XXII, 8, 3; Eustathius, Commentary on Dionysius
Periegeta, 536. The divine epithet came from a dialectal or glossematic
expression ÛÌ›ÓıÔ˜ or ÛÌ›ÓıÈÔ˜, denoting mouse or rat; v. Aeschylus,
Sisyphus Fr. 227 (where Sisyphus anodos from the Underworld was, in all
probability, likened to the emergence from the earth of an àÚÔ˘Ú·ÖÔ˜ ÛÌ›ÓıÔ˜, a field rat); cf. Callimachus Fr. 177.16 Pfeiffer; Strabo, XIII, 613;
Hesychius s.vv. ÛÌ›Óı· and ÛÌ›ÓıÔ˜. The word was an Aeolic (or
particularly Troadic) idiomatic form according to some (Aelianus, de natura
animalium, XII, 5), including Polemo (fr. XXXI Preller); cf. Clemens,
Protrepticus, II, 39, 7 = p. 34 Potter. Others claimed a Cretan origin for the
appellation; I, 39. Scholia in Lycophron, 1303; Scholia in Clemens,
Protrepticus, II, 39, 7; Servius, Comm. in Aeneid. III, 108.
However, the word occurs elsewhere, too, besides the Aeolic Lesbos (a
divinity ™ÌÈÓıÂ‡˜ with clear Apollonian characteristics, musical and
prophetic, IG XII, 2 n. 519). It is encountered persistently in Rhodes, as
the name of an important religious festival (Philomnestus, ¶ÂÚd ÙáÓ âÓ
Pﬁ‰ˇˆ ™ÌÈÓıÂ›ˆÓ, FGrH 527 nn. 1 and 2; Apollonius Sophista, Lexicon
Homericum, s.v. ™ÌÈÓıÂÜ; IG XII, 1 n. 762.9; 15; 21); of various locations
(Strabo, XIII, 605); of a month (Lindos, II, Inscriptions, Nos. 181; 182;
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671 Blinkeberg; cf. IG XII, 1 Index VI, 5 p. 237 s.v.). Sanctuaries of Apollo
Smintheus are testified for Keos in the Cyclades (Strabo, X, 487), as well as
in Attica itself (IG II2 4854; cf. Strabo, XIII, 604, where an Attic
connection for the Troadic cult is alluded to). The Attic, Cycladic (Paros
may also have had a location named after the divine epithet in question,
Strabo XIII, 605) and Rhodian spread of Sminthean worship is consistent
with the Cretan origin claimed for its Aeolic prevalence in view of related
ancient traditions. But nonetheless, a Thracian context is much closer at
hand and likelier. The central importance of the Troad and its vicinity in
this connection is enhanced if we construe the ancient name of the greater
region and its people (M˘Û›·, M˘ÛÔ›; v. e.g. Strabo, XIII, 613; Photius,
Suda s.v. öÛ¯·ÙÔ˜ M˘ÛáÓ (i.e. in Aeolis); western Anatolia was divided into
Mysia, Lydia and Caria roughly corresponding to the Aeolic, Ionic and
Doric coastal area) as related to ÌÜ˜ (and not to the beech (çÍ‡Ë), which,
according to Xanthus, was called something like Ì‡ÛË by the Lydians,
FGrH 765 n. 15; cf. Stephanus Byzantius s.v. M˘Û›·; according to
Hesychius s.v. Ì‡ÛÔÓ, the name was properly Mysian with that
signification). The cult is connected permanently or aetiologically,
positively or avertedly, with the presence, indeed a plethora, of field rats
(Heracleides of Pontus, Fr. 154 Wehrli; the Cretan account has it (Strabo,
XIII, 604; Aelianus, de natura anim. XII, 5); also the epichoric story
(Scholia A in Homer, Ilias, A 39 = Polemo, Fr. XXXI, Preller; Aelianus,
loc.cit.).
Tame mice thronged in the Troadic main sanctuary of the God and fed on
public rations; white ones nested under the altar and one was sculpted by
the Apollinian tripod; Aelianus, loc.cit. (p. 293.18-21 Herscher): Î·d ÙÚ¤ÊÔÓÙ·È ÌbÓ âÓ Ùˇá ™ÌÈÓıÂ›ˇˆ Ì‡Â˜ ÙÈı·ÛÔd ‰ËÌÔÛ›·˜ ÙÚÔÊa˜ Ï·Ì‚¿ÓÔÓÙÂ˜,
ñe ‰b Ùˇá ‚ˆÌˇá ÊˆÏÂ‡Ô˘ÛÈ ÏÂ˘ÎÔ›, Î·d ·Úa Ùˇá ÙÚ›Ô‰È ÙÔÜ \AﬁÏÏˆÓÔ˜ ≤ÛÙËÎÂ ÌÜ˜. The God himself was represented as standing upon a rat;
Strabo, XIII, 604 (III p. 43.20-3 Kramer): âÓ ‰b ÙFÉ XÚ‡ÛFË Ù·‡ÙFË Î·d Ùe
™ÌÈÓı¤ˆ˜ \AﬁÏÏˆÓﬁ˜ âÛÙÈÓ îÂÚeÓ Î·d Ùe Û‡Ì‚ÔÏÔÓ Ùe ÙcÓ âÙ˘ÌﬁÙËÙ·
ÙÔÜ çÓﬁÌ·ÙÔ˜ Ûˇá˙ÔÓ, ï ÌÜ˜, ñﬁÎÂÈÙ·È Ùˇá Ô‰d ÙÔÜ ÍÔ¿ÓÔ˘Ø ™Îﬁ· ‰’
âÛÙdÓ öÚÁ· ÙÔÜ ¶·Ú›Ô˘. V. also Heracleides Ponticus loc.cit., probably
referring to the aboriginal cultic image of the God (Íﬁ·ÓÔÓ) taken as model
by Scopas for his major work. Alternatively, the god was depicted treading
on a mousehole; Hesychius s.v. ™Ì›ÓıÔ˜Ø ÌÜ˜. Î·d ï \AﬁÏÏˆÓ ‰b ™ÌÈÓıÂf˜
‰Èa Ùe âd Ì˘ˆ›·˜ Ê·Ûd ‚Â‚ËÎ¤Ó·È. M˘ˆ›· is a mousehole, ÛËÌ·›ÓÂÈ ‰b
ÙÔf˜ ÙáÓ Ì˘áÓ ¯ËÚ·ÌÔ‡˜, Photius, Lexicon, and Suda s.v. Ì˘ˆÍ›·
(probably, <Ì˘ˆ›·> has to be introduced as a separate lemma). Mysia (the
mouse-country) and Mysoi (the mouse-people) were cognate to the great
Thracian stock; v. Strabo, VII, 295; 303; XII, 542; 572 = III p. 572.13
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Kramer (Xanthus the Lydian considered them a sort of half-way house
between Phrygians (associated to the Thracians) and Lydians, but this is a
rather partisan account; v. Xanthus FGrH 765 n. 15).
MÜ˜ (and the related àÛ¿Ï·Í) is a typically chthonic animal, living
underground, a creature of earth and darkness. It is natural to conceive of it
antithetially to solar radiance. According to an account reported by
Oppian, Cynegeticus, II, 612-28 (esp. 626-8), Phineus (having been saved
from the Harpies by the Boreads) was transformed into a rat by Helios on
account of Phineus’ victory over Phoebus in mantic power (here Apollo is
distinguished from the superior Sun, cf. I, 9). Cf. Scholia in Apollonius
Rhodius II, 178 for a variant: ËÚˆıÉÓ·È ‰b Ï¤ÁÔ˘ÛÈ ÙeÓ ºÈÓ¤· ñe
^HÏ›Ô˘ ¬ÙÈ ÔÏ˘¯ÚﬁÓÈÔ˜ Â¥ÏÂÙÔ ÌÄÏÏÔÓ ÂrÓ·È j ‚Ï¤ÂÈÓ. Another account
of the same enmity is reported by Istros the Callimachean, FGrH 334 n.
67. In Etymologicon Genuinum, s.v. ç›˙ÂÛı·È, Apollo stands in the place
of Helios. Oppian’s report of the metamorphoses is repeated by Timotheus
(Supplementum Aristotelicum, I, I p. 118); the same in Cyranides, p. 54 de
Mely-Ruelle. A more forceful story has Phineus disclosing to mankind the
mysteries of light (of the Sun), and so being punished by Helios
Prometheus-wise. Olympiodorus, Commentaire sur le livre Sur l’ Action de
Zosime, et sure les dires d’ Hermès et des philosophes, in Berthelot-Ruelle,
Collection des anciens alchimistes grecs, 1887-8, t. I p. 101: âÓ ·éÙˇá ‰b (sc.
âÓ ÙFÉ àÚ¯·˚ÎFÉ ‚›‚Ïˇˆ, a Hermetic book) Ì¤ÌÓËÙ·È Î·d ÂÚd ÙÔÜ àÛ¿Ï·ÎÔ˜, ¬ÙÈ Î·d ·éÙe˜ ôÓıÚˆÔ˜ qÓ Î·d âÁ¤ÓÂÙÔ ıÂÔÎ·Ù¿Ú·ÙÔ˜ ó˜ âÍÂÈgÓ
Ùa ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ Ì˘ÛÙ‹ÚÈ·. K·d âÔ›ËÛÂÓ ·éÙeÓ Ù˘ÊÏﬁÓ. \AÌ¤ÏÂÈ Î·d âaÓ
Êı¿ÛFË ıÂˆÚËıÉÓ·È ñe ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘, Ôé ‰¤¯ÂÙ·È ·éÙeÓ ì ÁÉ ≤ˆ˜ ëÛ¤Ú·˜.
§¤ÁÂÈ ¬ÙÈ “ó˜ Î·d ÁÈÁÓÒÛÎˆÓ ÙcÓ ÌÔÚÊcÓ ÙÔÜ ìÏ›Ô˘ ïÔ›· qÓ”. K·d
âÍÒÚÈÛÂÓ ·éÙeÓ âÓ ÙFÉ ÌÂÏ·›ÓFË ÁFÉ ó˜ ·Ú·ÓÔÌ‹Û·ÓÙ· Î·d âÍÂÈﬁÓÙ· Ùe
Ì˘ÛÙ‹ÚÈÔÓ ÙÔÖ˜ àÓıÚÒÔÈ˜.
Apollo Smintheus emerges as the god of sunlight. His solar character is
probably testified by the Athenian inscription mentioned supra. IG II2
4854 should be completed thus:
\AﬁÏÏˆÓÈ ™ÌÈÓ[ı›ˇˆ]
Î·d \AÚÙ¤ÌÈ‰È [™ÂÏ·]Û[ÊﬁÚˇˆ].
(Cf. H. Usener, Götternamen, 19482, p. 261 n. 32). òAÚÙÂÌÈ˜ ÛÂÏ·ÛÊﬁÚÔ˜
is obviously the Moon. Hence the Sminthian Apollo represents most likely
the Sun.
The subject of the religious significance of the mouse in Apolline worship is
broached, but inadequately pursued, producing artificial results, by H.
Grégoire - R. Goossens - M. Mathieu, Asklèpios, Apollon Smintheus et
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Rudra: Études sur le dieu de la taupe et le dieu au rat dans la Grèce et dans
l’ Inde, 1949.
It is interesting to note a case of mouse divination among some peoples of
the Ivory coast in West Africa. V. L. Homberger, Where the Mouse is
Omniscient: The Mouse Oracle among the Guro, in John Pemberton III
(ed.) Insight and Artistry in African Divination, 2000, pp. 157-67. There
the Mantic operation is directly and explicitly connected to the chthonic
element of the animal. According to one practitioner of this form of
divination: mice can hear and understand all sounds of the earth, indeed
they live in the earth, and we in turn populate it (op.cit. p. 162). The
parallel to the circle of ideas implied by Apollo’s (the divinatory divinity par
excellence) connection to the mice in the worship of Sminthean (and Solar)
Apollo, is remarkable.

